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POPULAR SCIENCE SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 
Breast cancer is the most common female cancer in Sweden, with 1–2 in 10 women estimated to be 
affected during their life-time. For some women, the risk of being affected with breast cancer is higher 
(7 in 10 women before age 80) because of changes in genes (mutations) inherited from a parent. 
BRCA1 and BRCA2 are examples of such mutations, where the changed genes can cause abnormal 
cell growth (cancer).  

For individuals with confirmed high hereditary risk of breast cancer, tailored surveillance programmes 
involving more frequent clinical examinations and initiation of regular breast imaging at an earlier age 
is offered. As breast cancer risk is related to breast tissue mass, the removal of breast tissue (risk-
reducing mastectomy) is an option. Because risk-reducing mastectomy often is performed when the 
women are relatively young, often otherwise healthy, and expected to live for many years after the 
surgery, it is of importance to follow the progress of various physical and psychological outcomes in 
the long-term. 

In this thesis, four studies investigating women with high hereditary risk of breast cancer who 
underwent risk-reducing mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction at Karolinska University 
Hospital, Stockholm, between 1997 and 2010 are presented. Through validated questionnaires, 
women and their partners were asked to evaluate aesthetic outcome, body image, sexuality, anxiety 
and depressive symptoms, and health-related quality of life up to 20 years after the risk-reducing 
surgery. In addition, we investigated a more objective method to assess the aesthetic outcome after 
breast reconstruction using three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-SI). Lastly, the 3D-SI 
measurements and the women’s own evaluations regarding the aesthetic outcome were compared to 
test for associations between the 3D assessment and patient-reported outcomes. 

Both the women (n=146) and participating partners (n=36) had low levels of anxiety and depressive 
symptoms, and their levels of health-related quality of life in the majority of cases were higher 
compared to age- and gender-matched levels in the normal Swedish population. Satisfaction with the 
aesthetic outcome after risk-reducing mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction was generally 
high among the women. The women reported persisting problems with body image, which was 
confirmed but overestimated by their partners when the partners’ perceptions of the women’s 
evaluations were studied. Sex-related values were lower for women without previous breast cancer 
compared with women who had been diagnosed with and treated for breast cancer prior to the risk-
reducing surgery. Measurements of breast symmetry and breast volume using 3D-SI of 58 women 
were found to have substantial to excellent reproducibility for measurements estimated by the same 
observer. The reproducibility was not as good of measurements by different observers, indicating that 
3D-SI in its present form is not a great tool for assessment of the aesthetic outcome. There was no 
association between 3D-SI measurements and the women’s own evaluations of the aesthetic outcome, 
implying that 3D-SI cannot replace the power of patient-reported outcomes.  

The thesis includes (i) one of the longest prospective follow-ups investigating psychosocial outcomes 
in high-risk women after risk-reducing mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction, (ii) one of 
few studies investigating the partners of these women, and (iii) a methodological and (iv) clinical 
study evaluating an objective method to assess aesthetic outcome in terms of breast symmetry and 
breast volume. The results from these studies could be of use during pre- and postoperative 
counselling for future women and partners.  



POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 
Bröstcancer är den vanligaste cancern bland kvinnor i Sverige, där cirka en till två av tio kvinnor 
riskerar att drabbas under en livstid. Risken är avsevärt högre för vissa kvinnor (cirka sju av tio före 
80 års ålder) på grund av förändringar i arvsmassan (mutationer) som nedärvts från en förälder. 
BRCA1 och BRCA2 är exempel på sådana mutationer där förändringen i arvsmassan kan ge upphov 
till onormal celltillväxt (cancer).  

För kvinnor med en bekräftad ökad ärftlig risk för bröstcancer erbjuds skräddarsydda kontrollprogram 
som omfattar tätare klinisk undersökning och regelbunden bröstavbildning med start i lägre ålder än 
den allmänna mammografiscreeningen. Eftersom risken för bröstcancer är relaterad till 
bröstvävnadsmassa är avlägsnandet av bröstvävnad (riskreducerande mastektomi) ett alternativ för att 
minska risken. Det är viktigt att följa hur kvinnor som genomgått riskreducerande mastektomi och 
omedelbar bröstrekonstruktion mår lång tid efter kirurgin eftersom de ofta är unga och i övrigt friska 
vid operationstillfället, och förväntas leva i många år efter operationen.  

I denna avhandling presenteras fyra studier som omfattar kvinnor med ökad ärftlig risk för bröstcancer 
som genomgått riskreducerande mastektomi och omedelbar bröstrekonstruktion vid Karolinska 
universitetssjukhuset i Stockholm, mellan 1997 och 2010. Med hjälp av validerade frågeformulär har 
dessa kvinnor och deras partners besvarat frågor gällande estetiskt resultat, kroppsuppfattning, 
sexualitet, ångest och depressiva symptom, och hälsorelaterad livskvalitet upp till 20 år efter den 
riskreducerande operationen. Dessutom undersökte vi en ny analysmetod för att på ett mer objektivt 
sätt utvärdera det estetiska resultatet efter bröstrekonstruktion med hjälp av tredimensionell (3D) 
fotografering. Slutligen analyserade vi om 3D-utvärderingen överensstämde med kvinnornas egna 
uppfattningar av det estetiska resultatet.  

Både kvinnorna (n=146) och deltagande partners (n=36) rapporterade låga nivåer av ångest och 
depressiva symptom, och att deras hälsorelaterade livskvalitet i de flesta fall var högre jämfört med 
ålders- och könsstandardiserade data från normalbefolkningen i Sverige. De flesta av kvinnorna var 
nöjda med det estetiska resultatet efter riskreducerande mastektomi och omedelbar 
bröstrekonstruktion. Vid långtidsuppföljningen observerades en bestående påverkan på kvinnornas 
kroppsuppfattning, där problemen bekräftades men överskattades av deras respektive partners. 
Sexrelaterade problem var lägre bland kvinnor som aldrig haft någon bröstcancer jämfört med kvinnor 
som hade haft bröstcancer innan de genomgick den riskreducerande kirurgin. Mätningar av 58 
kvinnors bröstsymmetri och bröstvolymer med hjälp av 3D-analys visade betydande till utmärkt 
överensstämmelse mellan mätningar utförda av en och samma observatör. Överensstämmelsen var 
inte lika bra mellan två olika observatörers mätningar, vilket tyder på att 3D-analysmetoden i sin 
nuvarande form inte är tillräckligt bra för att användas som en standardiserad metod för utvärdering av 
det estetiska resultatet. Det fanns inget samband mellan 3D-mått och kvinnornas utvärdering av det 
estetiska resultatet, därför kan 3D-utvärdering inte ersätta patientrapporterade uppgifter vid mätning 
av patientnöjdhet av det estetiska resultatet. 

Avhandlingen belyser (i) en av de längsta prospektiva uppföljningarna av psykosociala aspekter hos 
kvinnor med ärftlig förhöjd risk för bröstcancer som genomgått riskreducerande mastektomi och 
omedelbar bröstrekonstruktion, (ii) en studie som undersökt partners till dessa kvinnor, och (iii) en 
metodstudie följt av (iv) en applicerad klinisk studie som undersökt en objektiv mätmetod för 
skattning av det estetiska resultatet. Resultaten från dessa studier kan vara användbara vid pre- och 
postoperativa rådgivningssamtal för framtida kvinnor och deras partners.  



 

 

ABSTRACT 
BACKGROUND Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women. Approximately 
5–10% of all breast cancer cases have an inherited pattern, and ~20% of all hereditary cases have an 
identifiable mutation. Through genetic counselling, individuals with an increased cancer risk can be 
identified and informed about appropriate management strategies. Risk-reducing mastectomy (RRM) 
and immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) is one of these options.  

AIMS AND METHODS In a prospective study, women who underwent RRM and IBR between 
1997 and 2010 at Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, were followed regarding the patient-
reported outcome measures (PROMs) satisfaction with breast reconstruction (EORTC breast 
reconstruction questionnaire module), body image (Body Image Scale), sexuality (Sexuality Activity 
Questionnaire), anxiety and depressive symptoms (Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale), and 
health-related quality of life (HRQoL) (Short Form-36 Health Survey). This thesis presents the results 
from a long-term (6–20 years) follow-up of these women regarding aforementioned PROMs (Paper 
I), an investigation of the partners’ perceptions (Paper II), an evaluation of the reproducibility of a 
three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-SI) technique (VECTRA XT 3D imaging system) (Paper III), 
and a comparison between the aesthetic evaluation using 3D-SI and PROMs (Paper IV). 

RESULTS A total of 146 (73%) women responded to the questionnaires at the long-term assessment. 
Feelings regarding body image, sexuality, levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms, and HRQoL 
appeared to be relatively unchanged compared with their corresponding one-year postoperative 
evaluations regarding the psychosocial aspects. Body image problems were still prevalent at the long-
term follow-up. Women without previous breast cancer reported lower levels of problems with 
sexuality than women with previous breast cancer (Paper I). A total of 36 (60%) couples were 
included. Women’s evaluations regarding long-term psychosocial outcomes appeared to have been 
perceived by their partners, though the partners tended to overestimate the degree of body image 
problems. Both women and their partners scored higher on nearly all HRQoL domains compared with 
the age- and sex-adjusted normative population in Sweden (Paper II). A total of 64 women (80% of 
those who expressed interest to participate in 3D-SI) were 3D imaged and 348 images were analysed. 
The method used to assess breast symmetry in 3D surface images was found to have substantial to 
excellent intra-observer reproducibility and moderate to substantial inter-observer reproducibility. A 
relative parameter, volume-shape-symmetry ( !"" ), was proposed in order to facilitate the 
interpretation of breast symmetry measurements. It was found to have excellent intra-observer 
reproducibility and substantial inter-observer reproducibility (Paper III). Results of 58 3D surface 
images were compared to PROMs from the corresponding 58 women regarding aspects related to 
satisfaction of breast reconstruction and body image. The 3D-SI measurements did not show any 
statistically significant associations with the women’s self-reported outcome measures (Paper IV). 

CONCLUSIONS Long-term after RRM and IBR, both women and their partners reported low levels 
of anxiety and depressive symptoms and high levels of HRQoL. The women’s body image problems 
were persistent and confirmed, but overestimated, by partners. 3D-SI measurements could potentially 
be used to evaluate and compare aesthetic outcomes of breast reconstructions from a more objective 
perspective. However, these measurements did not correspond to the women’s own evaluations and 
should therefore not be used as a proxy for PROMs.  
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1 BACKGROUND 
1.1 HEREDITARY BREAST CANCER 

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women. A status report on the 
global cancer burden presented an estimation of around 2.1 million newly diagnosed breast 
cancer cases worldwide in 2018, where approximately 9000 were diagnosed in Sweden 
(Bray, Ferlay, and Soerjomataram 2018). Roughly 5–10% of all breast cancer cases have an 
inherited pattern, yet merely 20% of all hereditary cases have been able to be linked with an 
identifiable germline mutation (Shiovitz and Korde 2015; Stratton and Rahman 2008). 
Germline mutations are genetic changes present in all cells of the body inherited from a 
parent. Mutations can be inherited through an autosomal dominant pattern, where one copy of 
the mutation in each cell gives rise to an increased risk of developing cancer.  

BRCA1 and BRCA2 were two of the first autosomal dominant mutations identified in families 
with numerous breast cancer events (Hall et al. 1990; Wooster et al. 1995). The BRCA genes 
code for proteins involved in DNA repair. When these genes are altered, the transcribed 
proteins lose their ability to supress tumours, giving rise to uncontrolled cell growth and an 
increased risk of developing tumours. Together, these two mutations account for 2–5% of all 
breast cancer cases in the general population (World Cancer Research Fund/American 
Institute for Cancer Research 2018). In an international observational study of 19 581 BRCA 
mutation carriers identified between 1937 and 2011, 60–63% were diagnosed with breast 
and/or ovarian cancer (Rebbeck et al. 2015). Because of the high risk of developing both 
breast and ovarian cancer, the BRCA mutations are considered to be “high penetrance genes”. 
The mean cumulative risk of breast cancer among the gene mutation carriers have been 
shown to range from 57–65% and 45–55% for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers at age 
70, respectively (Rousset-Jablonski and Gompel 2017). Corresponding risk figures for 
ovarian cancer have been shown to vary between 39–59% and 11–18% for BRCA1 and 
BRCA2 mutation carriers at age 70, respectively (Rousset-Jablonski and Gompel 2017).  

Since the identification of the BRCA mutations, several other high (PTEN, TP53, STK11, and 
CDH1) and moderate/low (CHECK2, PALB2, and ATM) penetrance genes associated with an 
increased risk of breast cancer have been identified (Foulkes 2008; Rousset-Jablonski and 
Gompel 2017). Although the understanding of the human genome and techniques for genetic 
testing have evolved, the inheritance mechanism for several cases of breast cancer with 
clinical patterns of strong family history still remains unclear.  
 

1.1.1 Surveillance and management options 

The purpose of conducting cancer genetic investigations is to identify individuals with an 
increased cancer risk in order to recommend appropriate management strategies. Molecular 
genetic testing can be offered after genetic counselling to individuals that fulfil certain criteria 
for genetic testing based on guidelines proposed by experts, information and results from 
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databases, and international collaborations (Anon 2020; Paluch-Shimon et al. 2016). An 
individual’s risk of being a mutation carrier, thereby having an increased risk of hereditary 
breast cancer, can be estimated on the basis of factors such as family history, genetic test 
results and/or tumour pathology (if known/relevant), as well as demographic data such as 
current age and/or age at breast or ovarian cancer diagnosis. These criteria are often 
incorporated into risk prediction models used to objectively and systematically identify 
individuals at risk. The Breast Ovarian Analysis of Disease Incidence and Carrier Estimation 
Algorithm (BOADICEA) or the Manchester guidelines are examples of such risk prediction 
models (Antoniou et al. 2004, 2008; Arver et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2013). These models can be 
of assistance in the choice of further appropriate recommendations for each specific case 
depending on their individual risk. For instance, BRCA mutation carriers are offered to 
undergo yearly magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or ultrasound from the age of 25 and 
mammography from the age of 30 years in combination with clinical breast examination and 
monthly self-examinations (Paluch-Shimon et al. 2016). Ultrasound alternated with MRI 
every other year is offered to women with TP53-mutation from the age of 20 years because of 
the risks of ionizing radiation (Daly et al. 2017). The exact age interval of start and finish for 
surveillance of BRCA mutation carriers varies between European, American, British, and 
Canadian guidelines. Several meta-analysis have shown that the combination of 
mammography with MRI increases the sensitivity and yields earlier detection of lower grade 
tumours as the two modalities complement each other (Warner et al. 2008). 

 

1.1.2 Risk-reducing breast surgery 

For women with high risk of hereditary breast cancer, bilateral risk-reducing mastectomy 
(RRM) is an option that intends to reduce the risk of breast cancer by surgically removing 
visible breast tissue from which abnormal cell growth originates from. The former term 
“prophylactic mastectomy” is technically inaccurate and not recommended to be used 
anymore, since the breast cancer risk is not completely eliminated (Ghosh and Hartmann 
2002). The decision to undergo such a surgery is often made after several months of 
consultations with physicians and psychologists to ensure that the individuals have been 
presented with the best available evidence-based information that covers both the pros and 
cons of RRM. They should fully understand its implications and be aware of the non-surgical 
options. 

Due to ethical issues, it is impossible to investigate the breast cancer-specific survival with or 
without RRM through a randomised controlled trial. Therefore, the next best option is 
prospective cohort studies of a representative population of women with hereditary high risk 
of breast cancer, adjusted for confounding factors with an adequate follow-up period. A 
number of follow-up studies have shown that RRM in asymptomatic BRCA1/2 mutation 
carriers decreases the incidence of breast cancer, and reduces the disease-specific mortality 
by up to approximately 90% (Domchek et al. 2010; Hartmann et al. 1999, 2001; Heemskerk-
Gerritsen et al. 2013; Ingham et al. 2013; Kaas et al. 2010; Manning et al. 2015; Meijers-
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Heijboer et al. 2001; Peled et al. 2014; Yao et al. 2015). The incidence of occult cancer is 
reported to be less than 5% (Hartmann et al. 2001; Manning et al. 2015; Paluch-Shimon et al. 
2016; Rebbeck et al. 2004; Yao et al. 2015). Because of the low incidence of occult 
carcinoma, axillary surgery by means of a sentinel node biopsy is not required (Eisemann and 
Spiegel 2018; Murphy et al. 2017; Murthy and Chamberlain 2013). RRM is therefore 
considered to be a safe option from an oncological perspective (Manning et al. 2015; 
Reynolds et al. 2011). 

The risk of contralateral breast cancer is higher in mutation carriers with previous breast 
cancer who have a confirmed BRCA1/2 gene mutation, compared to patients with sporadic 
breast cancer (Graeser, Engel, and Rhiem 2009; Kuchenbaecker et al. 2017; Svenska 
Bröstcancergruppens nationella riktlinjer n.d.). Therefore, the option to undergo a 
contralateral RRM should be discussed with breast cancer patients with a high-risk gene 
mutation. Several studies have reported a decreased incidence of breast cancer after 
contralateral RRM, but inconsistent results regarding the disease-specific survival because of 
multiple confounding factors such as the risk of recurrence/metastases from the previous 
breast cancer or synergistic effects after risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy (RRSO) 
(Evans et al. 2013; Ingham et al. 2013). For high-risk patients who have previously 
undergone a breast conserving cancer surgery, a complementary RRM of the affected breast 
can be offered. However, the possibility of achieving an equally symmetric aesthetic outcome 
as in a RRM for an asymptomatic woman is difficult due to previous scar tissue and local 
side effects caused by radiotherapy. It is debatable whether contralateral RRM for sporadic 
breast cancer patients will improve survival; for this reason, and because of the added 
psychological and physical morbidity, RRM is not recommended routinely to women with 
moderate risk of breast cancer (Eisemann and Spiegel 2018; Fayanju et al. 2014). 

 

1.1.2.1 Total (simple) mastectomy 

In a total (simple) mastectomy, the underneath muscles are kept intact. The incision is often 
horizontal and elliptical as it yields better aesthetic outcome. The breast tissue (as well as the 
nipple and areola) is then removed by dissection down to the pectoral muscles (Figure 1), 
extending from the infraclavicular border to right below the inframammary fold.  
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Figure 1 Anatomy of the breast 

 

1.1.2.2 Nipple-sparing mastectomy 

The nipple-sparing technique can be performed through several different incisions (Figure 
2). A biopsy of the nipple base is collected for pathological analysis to ensure that no breast 
cancer is present in the nipple-areola complex (NAC) that is left in place. The size of skin 
reduction is adjusted depending on the initial breast volume, the remaining skin envelope 
after the removal of the breast tissue, and the woman’s desired reconstructive results. If the 
tip of the nipple is aimed to be regrafted after full removal of the nipple, a biopsy of the 
nipple base is performed before it is regrafted at the end of the surgery. Tattooing of areolas 
around the regrafted nipple can be offered after the implant expansion is completed. 
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Figure 2 Different surgical techniques: (a) modified reduction mammaplasty incision in patients with large or 
ptotic breasts, (b) periareolar incision or (c) elliptical incision in women with small- to moderate-sized breasts 

 

1.1.2.3 Reconstructive surgery 

Reconstructive breast surgery is offered as an additional option to high-risk women who 
chose to undergo RRM. The option is discussed during the preoperative consultation, where 
the reconstructive plastic surgeon can show examples of and explain the pros and cons of 
different reconstructive techniques, present the option(s) that are most suitable for the woman 
based on her anatomical and health condition, and discuss the consequences related with and 
without breast reconstruction observed in follow-up studies.  

The reconstruction can either be purely implant-based or involve autologous tissue. In 
Sweden, the most common implant-based reconstruction technique has since the 1990s been 
total submuscular placement, i.e., the implants are placed under and covered mainly by the 
pectoralis major muscle. Different implant shapes (anatomical or round) and materials 
(mainly silicone gel or saline) can be chosen depending on the quality of the surrounding 
tissue, breast volume and shape, preferences of the patient, and of the surgeon. Implants can 
have a prefilled fixed volume and form or be expandable. Expandable implants can be 
manufactured in different ways. For instance, permanent expander implants are filled with 
saline inside a silicone gel envelope, with filling ports that can be positioned subcutaneously 
at the chest wall. The filling ports are removed three to six months after the surgery when the 
desirable expansion/volume of the reconstructed breast is achieved.  

For the participants in this thesis, immediate submuscular implant-based reconstruction was 
the technique of choice due to clinic preferences at the time (1997–2010). The implants were 
placed under the pectoralis major muscle, the serratus anterior muscle, and the fascia of the 
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rectus muscle for total muscle coverage (Figure 3). Most women received anatomically 
shaped or round permanent expandable implants with detachable filling ports, while a few 
were operated with permanent cohesive silicone gel implants with a fixed volume. 

 
Figure 3 Total submuscular implant-based breast reconstruction 

 

1.2 EVALUATION OF AESTHETIC OUTCOME 

Many studies have investigated ways to evaluate aesthetic outcome of the female breasts, 
while other studies have explored the standard or ideal values of breast aesthetics. Limitations 
of these studies include variations in design and methods used, as well as different evaluators 
(ranging from plastic surgeons to lay persons with different experiences and backgrounds), 
which makes it difficult to draw conclusions from them. Therefore, more objective 
assessment methods have been studied. Skin discolouration, scars, placement of NAC, breast 
volume, symmetry, and ratio of specific landmarks are known important characteristics of 
breast aesthetics and most frequently used (Hauben et al. 2003; Loughry et al. 1987; Qiao et 
al. 1997; Smith et al. 1986; Sneeuw et al. 1992; Westreich 1997). Objective standardised 
determinants of breast aesthetics have thus far not been shown to correlate with subjective 
assessments and are therefore not widely used. 
 

1.2.1 Objective evaluation of aesthetic outcome 

In theory, an objective measurement diminishes the magnitude of systematic errors that 
comes with subjective evaluations depending on the observer. With an increasing diversity of 
breast surgical techniques, from breast conservation and oncoplastic surgery to post-
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mastectomy reconstructions, the interest for an objective measurement method that allows for 
standardised comparisons of the aesthetic outcome has increased. If such a method can be 
tested and reproduced efficiently in the clinical setting, it allows surgeons to evaluate and 
compare their results over time in relation to different surgical techniques and effects of 
oncological treatment. Moreover, it could act as a tool to discuss possible patient–surgeon 
discrepancies in the evaluation of the aesthetic results. 

Attempts to find objective assessment methods have continuously been explored and 
evaluated, from Archimedes principle of water displacement or thermoplastic casts, to 
computed tomography (CT) or MRI (Chae et al. 2014; Edsander-Nord et al. 1996; Rha, Choi, 
and Yoo 2014; Tezel and Numanoǧlu 2000). Breast Cancer Conservative Treatment. 
cosmetic results (BCCT.core) is an example of a validated semiautomated photogrammetry1 
software developed in 2007, that categorises aesthetic outcome into four classes (excellent, 
good, fair, and poor), by using an anthropomorphic measurement2 algorithm set to find the 
best subset and best relation between the following measures: observer-chosen specific 
reference marks on two-dimensional (2D) photographs, 14 asymmetry, 8 colour, and 8 scar 
features (Cardoso and Cardoso 2007). However, this type of assessment may miss important 
anatomical landmarks, as the information of a three-dimensional (3D) object is compromised 
when captured by 2D photography (Cardoso et al. 2007, 2015; Chang et al. 2015; Fitzal et al. 
2007). 

With improving technology, three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-SI) options have 
evolved from conventional cameras placed at different angles, thereby creating a perception 
of depth, to manufactured 3D cameras with tailored computer software programs enabling 
image rendering and analysis (Loughry et al. 1989). Compared to the 3D images obtained 
from CT and MRIs, 3D-SI is a non-invasive, quick, and safe biostereometric method3 
(Galdino et al. 2002; Losken et al. 2005). Consequently, the 3D-SI technique is predicted to 
have a great potential in oncoplastic surgery, with applications in the planning of surgical 
procedures, to patient education, and clinical research (Jacobs 2001; Kovacs et al. 2004; 
O’Connell et al. 2015).  

The leading manufacturers of 3D-SI systems are either based on stereophotogrammetry, laser 
scans, 3D digital photography, or light digitalisation (Honrado and Larrabee 2004; Tzou et al. 
2014). In the early 2000s, several studies investigated laser scan-based methods, with varying 
degrees of reproducibility of breast volume measurements (Cardoso et al. 2015; Eriksen et al. 
2012; Galdino et al. 2002; Losken et al. 2005). It was, however, limited to high-income 
centres, with variable interest among academic institutions due to the lack of user experience, 

                                                

 

1 Photogrammetry = calculating measurements from photographs 
2 Anthropomorphic measurements = measuring distances between a set of anatomical landmarks 
3 Biostereometric method or evaluation = anterior and lateral photographs of breasts, digitalised into 
computerised plotting device enabling breast volume determination through mathematically derived algorithms 
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local routines, and limited comparative studies with existing assessment methods that were 
commonly used at the time with good enough results to not be exchanged with a new 
technique (Cardoso et al. 2018). 

During 2012–2020, the department of Medical Imaging at Karolinska University Hospital 
was equipped with the VECTRA XT 3D imaging system (Canfield Scientific, New Jersey, 
USA), that uses stereophotogrammetry technology to capture colour images in ultra-high 
resolution in approximately 3.5 milliseconds. With built-in lighting designed for clinical 
photography, the 3D imaging system does not require special lighting in the room to create 
true colour shadow-less images. Several computer software programmes have been 
developed for the imaging system, allowing for visualisation of expected surgical results with 
different breast implants (Breast Sculptor®) or data analysis of specific landmarks/surface 
areas (VECTRA Analysis Module® (VAM)) to name a few (Chae et al. 2016). 

In a recent study evaluating breast images obtained through the VECTRA XT 3D imaging 
system, a ranking of factors affecting the aesthetic outcome was proposed, where breast shape 
(lower and upper pole) and height were found to be primary factors and ranked higher than 
breast size (volume) when evaluated by plastic surgeons (Sandberg et al. 2020). Another 
study specifically investigated measurements of breast volume acquired through VAM, 
showing promising results with high and better reproducibility than 3D breast volume 
measurements obtained from MRI (the previously most precise volume measuring method) 
(Killaars et al. 2020). 

By copying and superimposing 3D surface images of the imaged torso, the distance between 
corresponding coordinates in the two surface images could be used to estimate the overall 
distance between them through root mean square (#$%&) (Meybodi 2014). #$%& is obtained 
by the square root of each distance squared, allowing both positive and negative surface 
differences (Equation 1, Figure 4). The closer #$%& is to zero, the more symmetrical the 
compared breast surfaces (shapes) are.  

#$%& = /
1
1
2#3+
4

356

7

6
+

= mean	distance	between	two	surfaces		

#3 = HI3JKLM − I3OPQRMS
+
+ HU3JKLM − U3OPQRMS

+
+ HV3JKLM − V3OPQRMS

+
 

Equation 1 Calculation of the distance between two surfaces (#$%&), where # = distance between two 
corresponding points 
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Figure 4 Schematic drawing of surface distances between two corresponding points in VECTRA Analysis 
Module® 

 

The idea to use mathematics to describe and predict breast measurements in order to facilitate 
selection of the optimal surgical method is not new. For example, mathematical formulas 
using measurements of skeletal anatomical landmarks taken directly from a patient or a set of 
2D photographs have been described in the 1990s as a method of predicting desired breast 
shape and volume changes (Brown, Cheng, and Kurtay 2000; Westreich 1997).  

Today, there is a lack of an objective standardised method to evaluate breast symmetry. In 
addition, optical symmetry seems to play an important role psychosocially for patients (Chan 
et al. 2011; Neto et al. 2012). It was therefore of interest to use the mathematical properties of 
the surface image coordinates from 3D-SI to investigate this further. 
 

1.2.2 Subjective evaluation of aesthetic outcome 

Measurements of the “perfect” breast documented already in 1955 have commonly been used 
as standard values in aesthetic breast surgery, even though the selection of women might have 
been biased and not suitable for generalisation (Penn 1955). Since then, measurements of 
“normal” breasts have been investigated, where “normal values” between certain fixed 
anatomical landmarks were proposed (Smith et al. 1986; Westreich 1997). However, the 
perception of breast aesthetics is elusive due to cultural and ethnical differences, as well as 
varying personal preferences or trends at a specific time (Catanuto et al. 2019). 
 

!

"
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)
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1.2.2.1 Questionnaires 

Patient satisfaction of aesthetic outcome after breast reconstruction can be evaluated through 
self-reported questionnaires (Frost et al. 2000, 2005; Gahm, Jurell, et al. 2010; Keller et al. 
2019). The development of a questionnaire is carried out in several phases (The EORTC 
Quality of Life Group & EORTC Quality of Life Unit 2002). Questionnaire items and scales 
must undergo detailed systematic scrutiny to ensure that the end product is relevant for the 
intended study sample, with as few conditional items as possible. Moreover, debriefing 
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews are performed in parallel to identify questions 
that might be perceived as upsetting, difficult to answer, or confusing. To ensure comparative 
possibilities, sociodemographic and clinical data should also be collected. By implementing 
the questionnaire in international settings, its utility can be expanded.  

A number of different questionnaires have been developed to measure patient satisfaction of 
aesthetic outcome after breast reconstruction. A selection of examples is listed below:  

BREAST-Q was developed in 2009 by American, Canadian, and British 
clinicians to quantify the psychosocial, physical, and sexual well-being, pre- 
and postoperative satisfaction of the breast, overall outcome, and experience of 
the care, including a module targeting questions regarding breast 
reconstructions. It has been validated, and is translated into over 30 languages 
(Anon 2017; Pusic et al. 2009). 

The European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) 
developed a questionnaire to measure the quality of life after breast 
reconstruction, EORTC QLQ-BRECON23 (Winters et al. 2014, 2017). It has 
undergone Phase IV testing, and is considered a well-developed and valid 
instrument for patient-reported measurements of breast reconstruction after 
mastectomy (Davies et al. 2021). 

Another common approach is the use of study specific questionnaires, however, 
these are often not validated (Pusic et al. 2007). 

 

1.2.2.2 Panels 

Subjective evaluations can also be assessed by a panel consisting of laymen, 
experts/surgeons, or observers with mixed backgrounds. Measurements can be taken directly 
on the patient or evaluated using representative images. The panel can for instance use 2D 
photographs of the women’s breasts to make their assessment following pre-selected 
measurable factors that have been considered to affect the breast aesthetics. However, 
subjective breast assessment by a panel often focuses on symmetry and distortion, rather than 
volume, and might lack accuracy and reproducibility (Haloua et al. 2013; Henseler et al. 
2013; Yavuzer, Smirnes, and Jackson 2001).  
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Several studies have demonstrated that the perception of aesthetic outcome and body image is 
are evaluated differently by plastic surgeons and the patients themselves, with patients more 
often scoring higher satisfaction (Cohen et al. 2005; Hsia and Thomson 2003; Kuroda et al. 
2016; Sneeuw et al. 1992; Visser et al. 2010). There is a knowledge gap regarding 
standardised objective methods to quantify determinants of aesthetic outcome to understand 
the impact of disproportion of the breast on a patient’s quality of life. Furthermore, this 
method should ideally be compatible in the clinical setting and have high reproducibility. 
 

1.3 ASSESSMENT OF PSYCHOSOCIAL OUTCOMES 

Many women are relatively young and physically healthy at the time of making the decision 
to undergo bilateral RRM. Not only are there surgery-related risks such as bleeding, 
postoperative infections, reconstructive complications, and tissue necrosis, but, more so, the 
long-term effect of RRM and IBR constitutes an irreversible change of the body. 

In order to assist the women in making an informed decision, it is of importance for the 
healthcare providers to be able to answer questions about the outcomes of women who have 
chosen to undergo RRM. This should be done not only in terms of breast cancer incidence, 
disease-specific mortality rates, and surgical aspects, but also in terms of aspects of the 
everyday lives that the women are expected to continue leading regardless of their choice. 
Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are measurable outcomes of specific aspects evaluated by 
the patients themselves.  

 

1.3.1 Satisfaction with breast reconstruction 

The patient’s own assessment of the aesthetic outcome is a key outcome measure in the 
assessment of satisfaction with the surgical results. From the retrospective studies, 6–32% 
reported unacceptable/dissatisfied results with the breast reconstruction (Borgen et al. 1998; 
Bresser et al. 2006; De La Peña-Salcedo, Soto-Miranda, and Lopez-Salguero 2012; 
Montgomery et al. 1999; Stefanek 1995), where higher satisfaction with the contralateral 
RRM has been shown to be associated with higher health-related quality of life (HRQoL) 
(Frost et al. 2011). Even so, the range of women who reported high/excellent satisfaction with 
the aesthetic results was 35–90%. 

Results from prospective follow-up studies using validated questionnaires showed that more 
than 70% thought that the overall results corresponded to their expectations, and most of the 
women (over 80%) were satisfied with the size of their breasts. However, only acceptable 
levels of satisfaction with breast shape and NAC were reported, and around 50% thought that 
at least one breast was too hard when assessing implant reconstructions (Brandberg et al. 
2012; Gahm, Jurell, et al. 2010).  
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1.3.2 Body image 

In retrospective studies, around 30% reported that their body image was negatively affected 
after RRM, about 50% felt self-conscious about their appearance, and 20% reported 
dissatisfaction with their body and a worsened self-image (Frost et al. 2005, 2011; Hopwood 
et al. 2000; Metcalfe et al. 2004, 2005). Nevertheless, almost 50% reported no change in 
satisfaction with body image in another retrospective study (Frost et al. 2000). 

From the prospective studies with validated questionnaires, similar results in the same 
direction were reported. Problems with body image seem to persist up to two years 
postoperatively, with over 50% reporting problems with their scars and appearance, although 
a slight improvement (but not to preoperative levels) was seen in one study at the 6–9 year 
follow-up (Brandberg et al. 2008; Gopie et al. 2013; den Heijer et al. 2012; Unukovych et al. 
2012). 
 

1.3.3 Sexuality 

In retrospective studies using non-validated questionnaires, 23–44% reported an adverse 
change in their sexual relationship with over 70% feeling a negative change in their partner’s 
perception (Bresser et al. 2006; Frost et al. 2000, 2005), where a diminished sense of 
sexuality and the results of their breast reconstruction were reasons that affected the sexuality 
(Montgomery et al. 1999). In retrospective studies with validated questionnaires, 15–55% 
reported that they felt less sexually attractive (Frost et al. 2011; Hopwood et al. 2000), and 
over 30% reported that their sexual lives were worsened (Metcalfe et al. 2004, 2005).  

From prospective studies using validated questionnaires, women reported a decreased level of 
pleasure and sexual satisfaction postoperatively, significant negative changes in the sexual 
importance of the breasts and in the sexual enjoyment related to the breasts as almost 50% 
reported a total loss of sexual sensations in their breasts (Brandberg et al. 2008; Gahm, 
Wickman, and Brandberg 2010; Gopie et al. 2013). One study reported no statistical 
significant changes in the degree of sexual pleasure up to 18 months postoperatively 
(Hatcher, Fallowfield, and A’Hern 2001). 
 

1.3.4 Anxiety and depressive symptoms 

The majority of women have reported high satisfaction with the decision to undergo RRM 
(Boughey et al. 2015), with significantly lowered levels of breast cancer worry after RRM 
compared to preoperative baseline levels or levels of worry among women who chose 
surveillance. In contrast, studies have reported higher levels of anxiety and belief of 
developing breast cancer among those who opted for RRM. 

In retrospective studies, less than 20% reported a negative impact on their levels of stress in 
life and emotional stability (Frost et al. 2005), 9–32% reported clinical levels of anxiety and 
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distress, while only 2% fulfilled the cut-off indicating potential clinical depression (Isern et 
al. 2008; Metcalfe et al. 2004, 2005).  

In prospective follow-up studies, the levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms significantly 
decreased after the surgery (up to 18 months follow-up) (Brandberg et al. 2008; Hatcher et al. 
2001). General and breast cancer-related distress were reduced, while body image problems 
after RRM increased (den Heijer et al. 2012). 
 

1.3.5 Health-related quality of life 

HRQoL measures assess the patient’s subjective perceptions of aspects of HRQoL, such as 
physical-, emotional-, social-, and cognitive functioning. Few studies have used validated 
questionnaires for the assessment of HRQoL. One retrospective study used the Functional 
Assessment of Cancer Therapy questionnaire, where 61–76% of women who underwent 
RRM reported high contentment with quality of life (Geiger et al. 2006, 2007). This was 
similar to the levels of contentment reported by women who did not chose to undergo RRM. 
Another retrospective study used the Short Form-36 Health Survey Questionnaire (SF-36), 
where the women who underwent RRM and immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) reported 
higher scores in all domains except from mental health compared with the normative Swedish 
population (Isern et al. 2008). No negative impact on HRQoL was seen in prospective follow-
up studies using the same questionnaire (up to two years postoperatively) (Brandberg et al. 
2008; Elder et al. 2005; Gahm, Wickman, et al. 2010; Unukovych et al. 2012). General health 
was even seen to statistically significantly improve six months postoperatively (Gopie et al. 
2013). 
 

1.3.6 Partners’ perspectives 

Hereditary breast cancer and genetic testing involves the entire family and the emotional 
support from partners plays an important role in the women’s coping mechanism (van 
Oostrom et al. 2007). The perception of partner support has been shown to be predictive of 
the women’s cancer-specific distress up to two years post-genetic testing, with higher levels 
of distress among couples where partner support was insufficient (Manne et al. 2004; Wylie, 
Smith, and Botkin 2003). At the same time, partners have expressed anxiety and worry 
particularly when the women have tested positive for a cancer related mutation, which might 
affect partner support and communication (van Oostrom et al. 2007). Partner education 
regarding RRM and reconstruction possibilities has been suggested to alleviate partners’ 
levels of concern (Metcalfe et al. 2002). The understudied field of partners to women with 
increased hereditary risk of breast cancer consists mainly of heterogenous and descriptive 
small studies (Lloyd et al. 2000; Metcalfe et al. 2002; Mireskandari et al. 2006), and few of 
prospective design (Manne et al. 2004), where psychological key aspects such as issues 
related to sexuality remain unexplored. In addition, the partners’ levels of distress and 
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willingness to disclose personal intimate information might introduce selection bias of 
participating partners (Mauer et al. 2016).  

Following RRM and IBR, body image problems and issues related with sexuality have been 
reported to increase among women compared with their preoperative reported levels (Gahm, 
Wickman, et al. 2010; Unukovych, Johansson, and Brandberg 2017). In comparison, in a 
small study, all men (n=11) reported unchanged levels of attractiveness to their partners after 
RRM and breast reconstruction (Mauer et al. 2016). Breast cancer patients themselves 
reported more negative perceptions of their body than their partners did (Mireskandari et al. 
2006). Notably, partner’s evaluation of the women’s bodily appearance, and not the women’s 
own evaluation have been described to be a statistical significant predictor for marriage 
adjustment (Ming 2002). Yet little is known about the partners’ perception of the women’s 
experiences after RRM and IBR. The method to investigate alternative information from the 
partners’ perspective is a way to increase reliability and validity of the women’s perspectives 
(Lloyd et al. 2000). 
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2 RESEARCH AIMS 
I. To prospectively follow-up and investigate women’s perceptions of the aesthetic 

outcome of their implant-based breast reconstruction, as well as body image, 
sexuality, anxiety and depressive symptoms, and health-related quality of life 
(HRQoL) 6 to 20 years after bilateral risk-reducing mastectomy (RRM) and 
immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) due to high risk of hereditary breast cancer.  

a. To compare the patient-reported outcomes (PROs) at the long-term 
assessment with the corresponding outcomes previously reported one-year 
post-RRM and IBR.  

b. To compare the long-term PROs reported by women without previous breast 
cancer to the corresponding outcomes reported by women who were 
diagnosed with breast cancer prior to their RRM and IBR. 

 
II. To investigate partners’ perceptions of the women’s responses regarding body image, 

sexuality, and satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome long-term after RRM and IBR, 
and their own evaluations regarding HRQoL and anxiety and depressive symptoms. 

a. To compare the partners’ perceptions of the women’s responses with the 
women’s self-reports. 

b. To compare the HRQoL and anxiety and depressive symptoms between the 
partners and the women. 

c. To compare the HRQoL of the study participants with age- and sex-adjusted 
normative data from the Swedish population. 

 
III. To investigate if the VECTRA XT 3D imaging system could provide reproducible 

assessments of breast aesthetic outcome. 

a. To investigate the reproducibility of three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-
SI) measurements (breast symmetry and volume) of women standing in two 
different postures estimated by two independent observers.  

b. To investigate the correlation between breast symmetry and volume 
difference. 

c. To propose and methodologically evaluate a new relative parameter: volume-
shape-symmetry (!""). 

 
IV. To investigate the associations between PROs regarding satisfaction with the aesthetic 

outcome after RRM and IBR and 3D-SI measurements of reconstructive outcomes. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 STUDY POPULATION 

In 1996, a multidisciplinary team constituted of clinical geneticists, oncologists, breast 
surgeons, reconstructive plastic surgeons, a gynaecologist, specialised nurses, and a 
psychologist was established at Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, in order to meet 
the increasing interest in risk-reducing mastectomy (RRM) for women with high hereditary 
risk of breast cancer. One year later, routine procedures had been implemented. The team met 
regularly to discuss all women who opted for RRM, including findings and results from 
consultations, examinations, and tests. Some of the women had a known family history of 
breast cancer with a confirmed mutation, and thus underwent genetic testing. Others did not 
have a relative with a confirmed mutation, but were offered to undergo RRM based on their 
pedigree. For some women, genetic testing was performed because they were diagnosed with 
breast or ovarian cancer, in addition to a family history of many breast cancer cases. 
Depending on their test results, estimated level of risk of developing breast cancer, and age, 
RRM and IBR were offered as a strategy of reducing the risk of developing breast cancer. 
The psychological impact in the short and long time of this risk-reducing procedure was 
unknown at the time. All women who underwent RRM between March 1997 and September 
2010 were invited prior the surgery to partake in a prospective follow-up study specifically 
designed to investigate these women’s HRQoL, anxiety and depressive symptoms, body 
image, sexuality, and satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome, before RRM, and 6, 12, and 24 
months after the surgery. Both women with and without breast cancer prior to the risk-
reducing surgery were invited. 

Approximately 20 years after the first woman was enrolled in the prospective follow-up 
project, the PI (Yvonne Brandberg) was granted a new ethical approval to conduct a 
prospective long-term follow-up of the women that had previously participated in the project 
together with members from the original multidisciplinary clinical research team, and with 
Lucy Bai as their new PhD candidate. The aim was to investigate the long-term impact of 
RRM and IBR, since the women were relatively young at the time of surgery and were 
expected to live for many more years with the effects related to the surgery.  

Data collection was initiated during November 2016, and continued until February 2018, 
summarised in detail in Table 1. For all papers, the inclusion criteria were that the women 
had participated in the previous follow-up studies at least once. The exclusion criteria were 
breast cancer or any other cancer diagnosis after the date of RRM (Figure 5). Demographic 
data of all participants are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1 Overview of the study period and methods for Paper I–IV 

Paper I II III IV 

Study period of 
data collection 

Mar 1997–May 2017 Nov 2016–Apr 2017 May 2017–Feb 2018 Nov 2016–Feb 2018 

Study participants 
(n) 

146 36 couples 58 58 

Data collection Questionnaire 
responses, clinical data 
from medical charts 

Questionnaire 
responses, clinical data 
from medical charts, 
social information 

3D surface images 
(58x3x2 images) 

Questionnaire 
responses, clinical data 
from medical charts, 
3D surface images (58 
images) 

Questionnaires EORTC QLQ-BRR26, 
BIS, SAQ, HAD, SF-
36 

EORTC QLQ-BRR26, 
BIS, SAQ, HAD, SF-
36 

 EORTC QLQ-
BRECON23, BIS 

Variables Questionnaire items Questionnaire items !,, !-, #$%&, !"" !,, !-, #$%&, !"", 
questionnaire items 

Statistical analysis Paired t-test, unpaired 
comparisons by linear 
regression models 

Paired t-test Descriptive statistics, 
Bland-Altman plots, 
one-way and mixed-
effects two-way 
ANOVA models 

Descriptive statistics, 
Kruskal-Wallis test 

Machines and 
software 
programmes 

Stata/IC 14.2 for Mac, 
StataCorp, TX, USA 

Stata/IC 14.2 for Mac, 
StataCorp, TX, USA 

Stata/IC 14.2 for Mac, 
StataCorp, TX, USA. 
VECTRA XT 3D 
imaging system, 
Canfield Scientific, 
New Jersey, USA 

Stata/IC 14.2 for Mac, 
StataCorp, TX, USA. 
VECTRA XT 3D 
imaging system, 
Canfield Scientific, 
New Jersey, USA 

3D = Three-Dimensional 
EORTC QLQ-BRR26 = European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life after Breast Reconstruction Questionnaire 
BIS = Body Image Scale 
SAQ = Sexuality Activity Questionnaire 
HAD = Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale 
SF-36 = Short-Form-36 Health Survey 
#$%& = Distance between two surfaces as Root Mean Square, i.e., breast shape symmetry 
!, = Volume of the Left breast 
!- = Volume of the Right breast 
!"" = Volume-shape-symmetry 
TX = Texas 

Figure 5 Flowchart of the study population for Papers I–IV(expandable spread) 



Women going through risk-reducing 
mastectomy and immediate breast 
reconstruction at Karolinska 
University Hospital 1997–2010
n=298

Women responding to at least one 
previous short-term assessment
n=246

Eligible women for the long-term 
follow-up study
n=200

Women responding to the invitation 
n=148

Responded to the long-term 
questionnaires
n=146

Questionnaire responders that 
consented for medical records
n=134

Women responding to the 
Sexual Activity Questionnaire 
n=145 

Women currently in an 
intimate relationship 
n=106 

Women not in a current 
intimate relationship 
n=39 

Women providing us with their 
partner’s contact information 
n=3 

Women providing us with their 
partner’s contact information 
n=57 

Invitation sent out to 
the partners 
n=60 

Partners responding 
to the invitation 
n=36 

Interested in three-dimensional 
surface-imaging
n=88

Imaged women
n=64

Analysed images
n=58x3x2

Partner with 
uncompleted 
questionnaires
n=1 

Non-responding 
partners
n=23 

Non-responding women
n=52

Deceased
n=14

Recurrence and metastasised 
breast cancer

n=7

Other cancers besides breast cancer,
after risk-reducing mastectomy

n=11

Declined future participation
n=14

Non-responding women
n=54

No questionnaire answers, 
but consent for medical 

records
n=2

Women skipping the Sexual 
Activity Questionnaire 
n=1 

Women not naming 
any partner 
n=36 

Women not naming 
any partner 
n=59 

Did not show up 
for imaging

n=24 

Corrupted 
image files

n=6 

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=36 (26%)

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=16 (25%)

Mean age at 
follow-up 
53.4 years

Mean age at 
follow-up 
51.6 years 

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=1

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=1

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=18

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=6

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=3

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=3

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=136 

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=64

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=100

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=48

Mean age at 
follow-up 
52.8 years

Mean age at 
follow-up 
57.9 years 

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=99

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=47

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=91

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=43

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=57

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=31

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=39

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=25

Without previous 
breast cancer 
n=36

With previous 
breast cancer 
n=22

Analysed images
n=58 PAPER IV

PAPER III

PAPER II

PAPER I

ORIGINAL 
COHORT
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Table 2 Demographic data of the participants in Paper I–IV 

 Paper I Paper II Paper III and IV 

Variable 
Cancer No cancer Women Partners Cancer No cancer 
n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) 

       
Sex       

Female 44 (100) 92 (100) 36 (100) 2 (6) 22 (100) 36 (100) 
Male    34 (94)   

       
Age at risk-reducing surgery (years)       

Range 30–69 26–68 26–62  30–64 26–62 
Mean 47 41 40  48 42 
Median 45 39 37  47 41 

       
Age at return of questionnaires (years) 

  
    

Range 41–86 35–80 35–72 34–74 41–73 40–70 
Mean 58 53 51 53 59 54 
Median 56 52 49 51 58 54 

       
Age at 3D-SI       

Range     42–73 41–71 
Mean     60 55 
Median     58 54 

       
BRCA mutation status 

  
    

BRCA1/BRCA2/BRCAX* 33 (75) 50 (54) 32 (89)   15 (68) 24 (67) 
No mutation or unknown 11 (25) 42 (46) 4 (11)  7 (32) 12 (33) 

       
BMI 

  
    

<18.5 2 (5) 4 (4) 3 (8)  2 (9) 2 (5.5) 
18.5–<25 31(70) 62 (67) 24 (67)  14(64) 23(64) 
25–<30 7 (15) 10 (11) 3 (8)  4 (18) 3 (8) 
≥30 2 (5) 6 (7) 0 (0)  1 (4.5) 2 (5.5) 
Missing 2 (5) 10 (11) 6 (17)  1 (4.5) 6 (17) 
       

Bilateral risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy 
  

    
Yes 28 (64) 52 (57) 20 (56)  13 (59) 22 (61) 
No 15 (34) 39 (42) 13 (36)  9 (41) 14 (39) 
Missing 1 (2) 1 (1) 3 (8)    
       

Type of breast cancer 
  

    
None 

 
92 (100) 25 (69)   36 (100) 

In situ 6 (14) 
 

3 (8)  4 (18)  
Invasive 35 (84) 

 
7 (19)  17 (77)  

Missing 1 (2) 
 

1 (3)  1 (5)  
       

Type of breast surgery 
  

    
Risk-reducing mastectomy† 42 (95) 89 (97) 36 (100)  22 (100) 36 (100) 
Immediate implant-based breast reconstruction 42 (95) 87 (95) 35 (97)  22 (100) 33 (92) 
Reduction/mastopexy 1 (2) 3 (3)     
Missing   1 (3)   3 (8) 
       

Radiotherapy 
  

    
Yes 28 (64) 8 (73)‡  15 (68)  
No 13 (29) 1 (9)‡  6 (27)  
Missing 3 (7) 2 (18)‡  1 (5)  
       

Chemotherapy 
  

    
Yes 28 (64) 7 (64)‡  15 (68)  
No 13 (29) 2 (18)‡  5 (23)  
Missing 3 (7) 2 (18)‡  2 (9)  
       

Endocrine therapy 
  

    
Yes 22 (50) 4 (36)‡  11 (50)  
No 18 (41) 4 (36)‡  7 (32)  
Missing 4 (9) 3 (27)‡  4 (18)  
       

Reoperations after risk-reducing mastectomy 
  

    
Planned§ 29 (66) 48 (52) 12 (33)  8 (36) 16 (44) 
Unanticipated¶ 15 (34) 40 (44) 22 (61)  14 (64) 17 (48) 
Missing 

 
4 (4) 4 (11)   3 (8) 

      
* BRCAX = women with breast cancer and/or ovarian cancer, screened negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2, but with family history of breast cancer 
† Number of women undergoing complementary/contralateral mastectomy after breast cancer surgery:  
Paper I: n(breast conserving surgery)=20 (48%), n(mastectomy)=22 (52%) 
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Paper II: n(breast conserving surgery)=8 (73%), n(mastectomy)=2 (18%), n(missing)=1 (9%) 
Paper IV: n(breast conserving surgery)=10 (45%), n(mastectomy)=12 (55%) 
‡ In proportion to cancer cases only 
§ Planned surgeries associated with risk-reducing mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction, e.g., removal of filling port, nipple reconstruction 
¶ Unanticipated surgeries after risk-reducing mastectomy and immediate breast reconstruction requiring general anaesthesia, e.g., implant-related issues, 
immediate postoperative complications, aesthetic concerns 

 

3.2 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES 

3.2.1 Data collection 

3.2.1.1 Paper I 

In total, 200 eligible women were identified and invited via post starting from November 
2016. Each dispatch included an information letter explaining the purpose of the research 
project, an informed consent form, the questionnaires, an invitation to 3D surface imaging 
(3D-SI), an information letter about the purpose of the partner study with room for the 
women to fill out the contact information of their partners, and a pre-paid return envelope. 
One reminder letter that included all attachments was sent after one month if no answer had 
been obtained. The last reminder was sent in January 2017, and data collection of the 
questionnaires ended in May 2017.  
 

3.2.1.2 Paper II 

Partners were personally invited via post following the return envelopes from the women as 
the partners’ contact information were provided to us by the women. Information about the 
purpose of the study, an informed consent form, instructions concerning how to respond to 
the attached questionnaires, and a pre-paid return envelope were included in the letter. One 
reminder letter that included all attachments was sent after one month if no answer had been 
obtained. The last reminder was sent in April 2017. Data collection of questionnaires ended 
in November 2017. 
 

3.2.1.3 Paper IV 

For the women participating in 3D-SI, responses from pre-selected items from their returned 
questionnaires were extracted for further analysis.  
 

3.2.2 Instruments 

Parts of the data in Paper I, II, and IV were composed of responses from the same set of 
questionnaires. In the invitation sent to the women and partners, instructions regarding how to 
respond to the questionnaires were attached. The questionnaires and types of responses are 
summarised in Table 3. Women were instructed to respond to the questionnaires from their 
own perspective long-term post-RRM and IBR. Notably, partners were instructed to respond 
to the same set of questionnaires (except from SF-36 and HAD) from their perception of the 
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women’s evaluation of the investigated aspects. Partners were, however, instructed to 
respond from their own perspective for two of the questionnaires that covered HRQoL and 
anxiety and depressive symptoms.  

Table 3 Summary of questionnaires and types of responses used in Paper I, II, and IV 

Questionnaire 
Women’s own 
responses 

Partners’ perception of the 
women’s responses 

Partners’ own 
responses 

EORTC Breast Reconstruction Questionnaire (QLQ-
BRR26 or QLQ-BRECON23) 

Paper I, II, and IV Paper II  

Body Image Scale (BIS) Paper I, II, and IV Paper II  

Sexuality Activity Questionnaire (SAQ) Paper I and II Paper II  

Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HAD) Paper I and II  Paper II 

Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) Paper I and II  Paper II 

EORTC = European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer 

 

3.2.2.1 EORTC QLQ-BRR26 or QLQ-BRECON23 

The EORTC breast reconstruction questionnaire module (QLQ-BRR26 or QLQ-
BRECON23) was developed to evaluate the aesthetic outcome after immediate or delayed 
breast reconstruction in breast cancer patients (The EORTC Quality of Life Group & EORTC 
Quality of Life Unit 2002; Winters et al. 2014, 2017). Six European centres from the United 
Kingdom, Italy, Belgium, Austria, and Sweden collected prospective and retrospective data 
through questionnaires and semi-structured interviews of a group of heterogenous cross-
cultural breast cancer patients. Our research group was involved in the development of the 
first three phases of this questionnaire following EORTC guidelines. 

The selection of items was performed following a predefined selection protocol, using 
provisional scaling and item-scale correlations. In phase III, several conditional items were 
excluded since they were not relevant for all patients in the study sample. This resulted in the 
provisional QLQ-BRR26, which constituted of 26 items categorised into three scales 
(“Sexuality”, “Cosmetic outcome”, and “Disease treatment/surgery-related symptoms”), 
where the Swedish translation was considered to be reliable and valid for usage (Thomson et 
al. 2013; Winters et al. 2014). Therefore, QLQ-BRR26 (the latest version at the time) was 
used.  

Additional items were excluded in phase IV QLQ-BRECON23 due to high floor/ceiling 
effects, poor test-retest reliability, and week correlations in factor analysis. It was applied in 
the end of the project as it had been internationally validated (by 28 international centres) at 
that time (Winters et al. 2017).  
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The raw scores in the questionnaire are linearly transformed to a 0–100 scale, where a high 
scale score represents higher/better/healthier levels of functioning/quality of life, or a 
higher/worse level of symptoms/problems, and all items are scored 1 “Not at all”, 2 “A 
little”, 3 “A lot”, or 4 “Very much”. 
 

3.2.2.2 BIS 

The Body Image Scale (BIS) was developed in collaboration with the EORTC group, as body 
image was found to be an important aspect in the evaluation of quality of life in cancer 
patients (Hopwood et al. 2001). The consequences of cancer treatment and surgery cause 
major changes to the body, such as loss of parts of the body, scars, skin and tissue changes 
due to radiotherapy, hair loss due to chemotherapy, or fluctuations in body weight. With a 
patient-focused approach, BIS was designed to be suitable for assessment of patients with any 
cancer type or cancer treatment. Through interviews of breast cancer patients, literature 
review, and discussions with health professionals, a provisional scale in line with an 
affective-cognitive-behavioural model of body image disturbance was proposed to assess 
self-consciousness, physical and sexual attractiveness, femininity, satisfaction with body and 
scars, body integrity, and avoidance behaviour after surgery/treatment with reference to the 
past week. It was then tested on a larger scale of patients with newly diagnosed breast cancer, 
colorectal cancer, testicular cancer, cervical cancer, and lymphoma, 1- and 2-years 
postoperatively, post-radiotherapy, and/or post-chemotherapy. The patients were also 
interviewed to investigate any possible problems with completion, acceptance, and 
understanding of the items. For instance, positively phrased items (e.g., “I feel sexually 
attractive”) were found to be uncomfortable/embarrassing to answer, and therefore changed 
to be negatively phrased. Finally, BIS underwent tests for scale structure, clinical validity, 
and reliability on a large group of breast cancer patients. 

Time since primary surgery and patient age were found to affect the reported level of body 
image problems, where statistically significantly higher total BIS scores were reported at 
assessments ≥ 6 months compared to < 6 months postoperatively, and pre-menopausal 
patients scored significantly higher total BIS scores than post-menopausal patients, indicating 
that body image problems changed over time and that younger patients may have more body 
image worries (Hopwood et al. 2001). Consequently, the baseline assessment point chosen 
for the prospective longitudinal comparison in this study was one-year postoperatively 
(Paper I). In addition, adjustments were made for time since RRM and age at the long-term 
follow-up. 

BIS consists of ten items, with scores 0 “Not at all”, 1 “A little”, 2 “Quite a bit”, and 3 
“Very much” per item, generating a total BIS score of 0–30 points per patient. A higher total 
BIS score indicates more problems/symptoms/distress with one’s body image. In 1997, it was 
translated to Swedish at Karolinska University Hospital. At the six-month follow-up for this 
study population, Cronbach’s alpha was found to be 0.85. However, formal tests for 
validation and reliability has not been performed for the Swedish translation (Brandberg et al. 
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2008). For the prospective long-term follow-up in this thesis, women were instructed to 
respond to how they felt regarding their body image and changes that emerged after the 
surgery, i.e., not limited to specifically how they felt during the past week. 
 

3.2.2.3 SAQ 

The Sexuality Activity Questionnaire (SAQ) is also an important aspect in the evaluation of 
an individual’s quality of life. SAQ was developed through assessments of the impact of 
long-term endocrine therapy (Tamoxifen) on sexual functioning of women with high 
hereditary risk of breast cancer compared with women in the general population without high 
hereditary breast cancer risk (Thirlaway, Fallowfield, and Cuzick 1996). It has undergone 
factor analysis, test-retest reliability, and discriminative validity (pre- vs post-menopausal 
women, with vs without hormone replacement therapy), with response rates/compliance 
equivalent to other standardised psychological questionnaires despite the sensitive/intimate 
nature of the questions (Thirlaway et al. 1996). No statistically significant differences were 
found between the high-risk vs general population regarding sexual activity, pleasure, or 
discomfort. Discomfort was found to statistically significantly increase with age while 
pleasure and frequency of sexual activity decreased. Based on these results in addition to the 
fact that bilateral risk-reducing oophorectomy alters oestrogen levels similarly as entering 
menopause, adjustments were made in Paper I for age at long-term follow-up and whether 
the women had undergone the gynaecological surgery. 

The included version of SAQ is constituted of two sections. The first section investigates 
“Reasons for not being sexually active”, with questions such as status of the current sex life, 
partner status, and possible reasons for the lack of an active sex life. The second section 
assesses the past month’s sexual functioning through a ten-item scale that covers the aspects 
of “Pleasure” (desire, enjoyment, and satisfaction), “Discomfort” (dryness and pain), and 
“Sexual habit” (Thirlaway et al. 1996). Higher scores on the Likert-type scale represent 
higher pleasure (range 0–18) or more discomfort (range 0–6). A score below 0.33 represents 
a sexual habit that is less frequent than usual (single item, range 0–3). Though the Swedish 
translation has not been formally validated, the English version has been shown to be a valid 
and reliable questionnaire to assess women’s sexual functioning (Thirlaway et al. 1996).  
 

3.2.2.4 HAD 

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale was developed to detect and discriminate 
levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms among somatically ill patients at non-psychiatric 
clinics (Zigmond and Snaith 1983). This was because the use of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) for classification of mental disorders was too broad of a 
system to distinguish between a psychiatric disorder or the effects of a somatic illness (Snaith 
and Zigmond 1986). The purpose of the design of the HAD scale was also to create an 
instrument that was short, easy to complete in a hospital waiting room, and accepted by 
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patients. Only purely psychiatric symptoms are covered by the included items, since certain 
other symptoms, such as fatigue, may be difficult to determine if they originate from somatic 
or mental illness. 

A heterogenous group of patients, with appointments at a general medical outpatient clinic, 
participated in the development of the instrument. They were asked to complete the 
questionnaire in the waiting room prior to their appointment with their clinician based on 
their feelings in the past week. They were also interviewed after their appointment by a 
psychiatrist who assessed their levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms without 
knowledge of their questionnaire responses. The correlation between the questionnaire 
responses and psychiatrist evaluations was statistically significant. The reliability and validity 
of the observed cut-offs that distinguished between the severity of the symptoms were good. 
For study participants without any symptoms of anxiety or depression, no statistically 
significant differences were found when compared with age- and sex-adjusted normative data 
(Zigmond and Snaith 1983).  

The HAD scale consists of seven items regarding ‘Anxiety’ and seven items concerning 
‘Depressive symptoms’ with a score of 0–3 per item, and a total score per scale ranging from 
0–21. The interpretation of the total scores is based on the following cut-offs: < 8 = “within 
normal levels”, 8 to 10 = “possible clinical case”, and ≥ 11 = “clinical case”. Since it was 
published in 1983 (Zigmond and Snaith 1983), it has been cited in over 39 000 articles. The 
Swedish translation of HAD has been validated against personal diaries in a sample of breast 
cancer patients (Arving, Glimelius, and Brandberg 2008).  
 

3.2.2.5 SF-36 

The Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) is a 36-item questionnaire developed to measure 
HRQoL. It was developed based on population studies in several diverse communities, and 
underwent extensive evaluations (including data completeness, scaling assumptions, 
reliability, and construct validity), which proved it to be a valid and reliable instrument, cited 
in over 38 000 articles.  

It has been forward-backward translated and tested on individuals in the Swedish general 
population, which generated a useful dataset of normative data practical for comparative 
purposes (Sullivan et al. 1995; Sullivan and Karlsson 1994). The Swedish SF-36 version 
showed high internal consistency of items across subgroups and domains. The correlation of 
data between the Swedish version and the original American SF-36 version (McHorney et al. 
1994) was good, with slightly poorer data quality for the oldest subgroup (≥75 years) due to a 
small sample size in that specific group. 

SF-36 covers the eight domains: “Physical functioning”, “Role physical”, “Role emotional”, 
“Bodily pain”, “General health”, “Social functioning”, “Vitality”, and “Mental health”. The 
mean scores for each domain are transformed to a 0–100 scale, where a higher value 
represents higher functioning/better health.  
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3.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE IMAGING 

3.3.1 Protocol development 

Prior to the actual data collection, a pilot study was performed in 2017 with the help of two 
volunteers in order to test the machine and software, and to assess and improve the running 
schedule. The protocol was designed under the guidance from our collaborative partners Dr 
Meybodi and Dr Elder at the Breast Cancer Institute in Sydney. The aim to perform a 
methodological evaluation was initiated in the early planning stages of the 3D project since 
the 3D-SI method was relatively new. Moreover, we aimed to investigate and compare the 
data derived from two different postures of the same woman, as there were some varying 
publications and uncertainties regarding whether the type of posture might affect the data 
analysis.  

An excerpt from the final running schedule that the medical photographer followed during 
3D-SI reads as follows: 

1. At the start of each day of data collection, a calibration of the 3D-SI setup is to be 
performed. 

2. Collect and mark the participant’s appointment letter with the date of 3D-SI. 
3. Create a new folder in the 3D program and name it with the participant’s 

identification number indicated on their appointment letter. 
4. Instruct the participant to tie back their hair if needed, remove all jewellery, and 

undress to expose their upper torso. Attach a surgical drape to cover the participant’s 
lower body to preserve anonymity.  

5. Use surgical tape and a marking pen to mark out the following landmarks: the 
suprasternal notch (Figure 6), 7 cm to the left and rigth from the suprasternal notch 
on the clavicles (Figure 7), and the xiphoid process (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 6 The suprasternal notch 
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Figure 7 7 cm from the suprasternal notch on the clavicles (left and right) 

 

Figure 8 The xiphoid process 

6. Instruct the participant to abduct her arms to 45°, palms towards the floor and elbows 
fully extended. 

7. Position the participant according to the gridlines in the camera and adjust the camera 
height if necessary. 

8. Remind the participant to relax. 
9. Capture the image.  
10. Intruct the participant to place her hands on their hips, shoulders in resting position 

with elbows pointing outward, palms resting on iliac crest, the thumbs pointing 
towards the back. 

11. Readjust the participant’s position according to the grids. 
12. Remind the participant to relax. 
13. Capture the image.  
14. Instruct the participant to relax their arms and shoulders before repeating step 6–13 

two more times, obtaining in total three images per posture. 

 

3.3.2 Observers 

Reproducible data was one of our main goals. For this reason, the data analysis for Paper III 
and Paper IV were performed by two independent observers: 
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Observer 1: Lucy Bai (LB), medical intern, in charge of the planning stages and development 
of the 3D project, familiar with the 3D technique through observations of OL during data 
analysis of the 3D surface images of the pilot study volunteers 

Observer 2: Ola Lundström (OL), medical photographer, 3D expert at the Department of 
Medical Imaging at Karolinska University Hospital, and contact person with Canfield 
Scientific. 

Farid Meybodi (FM), breast surgeon, collaborative partner, and 3D expert at the Breast 
Cancer Institute, Sydney, Australia, was able to provide guidance through video calls with 
OL and LB, and in person during LB’s research visit to Sydney.  
 

3.3.3 Data collection 

Invitations for 3D-SI were sent out from May to October 2017, with a maximum of ten 
women per designated day, dispersed over time until December 2017. A reminder was sent 
out between January and February 2018. The women were imaged using the VECTRA XT 
3D imaging system (Canfield Scientific, New Jersey, USA) at the Department of Medical 
Imaging, Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm. The data collection of 3D surface 
images continued until the end of February 2018. All images were coded to a key (Patient ID) 
to preserve anonymity during data analysis.  
 

3.3.4 Data analysis 

The images were independently analysed in VAM by the two observers. Observer 1 analysed 
the first image of each woman in the study population, followed by the second image of each 
woman, i.e., all rows in column B, then column C etc. (Figure 9), while observer 2 analysed 
all images of the same woman consecutively, i.e., columns B to G for an entire row before 
moving on to the images of the next woman. 

 
Figure 9 Order of data analysis for observer 1 (blue) and 2 (orange) 

3.3.4.1 Three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-SI) measurements 

In the VECTRA XT 3D imaging system experiments, the raw data are the surface 
coordinates of the left and right breasts. The surface can be written mathematically as V =
W(I, U), where I and U are coordinates parallel to the base plane of the breasts and V is the 

A B C D E F G

1 PATID Arms at 45° Hands on hips

2 1 Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

3 2 Image 1

4 3 Image 1

5 4 Image 1

6 5 Image 1
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height of the breasts (normal to the I − U plane). From this surface function the volumes of 
the two breasts can be computed. In order to quantity the difference between the two breasts, 
a standard technique is to compute the Root Mean Square (#$%&) of the height of the left and 
right breasts at the corresponding (I, U) coordinates. This parameter has a physical meaning 
of the mean difference between the heights of the two breasts, and is a way to describe the 
symmetry of the breasts’ shape. The dimension of this quantity is a length. The absolute value 
of this length is not always easy to judge, i.e., whether this value is large or small.  

The protocol with instructions for image analysis in VAM to measure shape symmetry 
(#$%&) and the breast volumes of the left (!,) and the right breast (!-) were as follows: 

1. Crop out the face and clothes, saving just the surface area of the upper torso. 
2. In an anterior-posterior view (Figure 10), apply the 3D coordinate axis grids and 

adjust the surface image so that the vertical skin marks (suprasternal notch and 
xiphoid process) of the midline are aligned where I = 0. 

 

Figure 10 Three-dimensional surface image of an upper torso in anterior-posterior view, with vertical skin 
marks of the midline adjusted where I = 0 

3. Change the point of perspective to a cranio-caudal view (Figure 11). Adjust the 
marks on the clavicles and right and left shoulders so that they are aligned where U =
0. 

 

Figure 11 Three-dimensional surface image of an upper torso in cranio-caudal view, with horizontal skin marks 
aligned where	U = 0 

4. Select the tool ‘paint area selection’ and start marking out the breast area of interest 2 
cm below the suprasternal notch, including the areas of the left and right breasts 
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reaching the anterior axillary line, and the area 2 cm below the inframammary fold. 
Now the selected area should be turquoise (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 Three-dimensional surface image of an upper torso in oblique view, with the breast area of interest 
(turquoise) selected 

5. Copy and reflect the breast surface area in the x-plane. A mirror surface image has 
now been created and aligned with the original surface image where I = 0. 

6. Calculate the #$%& of the selected breasts areas of interest and not the #$%& for the 
surface area of the whole upper torso. Make sure to select and compare the images by 
the distance of selected regions of the breast surfaces, as shown in Figure 13.  

7. The distance between the corresponding coordinates in the two breast surfaces can 
now be observed in terms of an absolute value of #$%& (as the distance statistics in 
Figure 13) and visually with colour gradients (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 13 Calculation of #-\" in VECTRA Analysis Module® through the selection of the breast area of 
interest in the original image compared with the breast area of interest in the copied and reflected image 
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Figure 14 Two overlapping three-dimensional surface images (one original and one copied and reflected) of an 
upper torso. Colour gradients indicate the difference in distance between two corresponding coordinates in the 

two breast surface areas 

8. Go back to the original surface layer with the marked out breast area of interest. To 
estimate the volume of one breast at a time, deselect half of the breast area of interest 
using the ‘lasso tool’  and the vertical midline of the torso as the border. 

9. An interpolated virtual chest wall is created as a new surface layer (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 Volume measurement of the left breast in VECTRA Analysis Module® through estimation of the 
enclosed volume between the breast surface area of interest (turquoise) and an interpolated virtual chest wall 

(brown) 

10. The volume (!, or !- expressed in cm3) enclosed between the virtual chest wall and 
the surface area of the breast can now be measured in VAM as seen in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 Print screen of the program used for measurements of volume in VECTRA Analysis Module® 
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In order to judge the #$%& value, it is important to compare this quantity with a length of the 
breasts. Since the volume (cm3) of the breasts is measured it is possible to estimate a length of 
breasts. Possible choice of a length includes: 

(a) The width of a breast in the I direction 

(b) The width of a breast in the U direction 

(c) The mean height of the mean breast (in the V direction) 

(d) The distance between the centers of the two breasts 

(e) An equivalent length of the breasts 

Given that the volume and the #$%& values are the only data available from the experiments, 
choice (e) is the only feasible option. Since the shape of the breasts is complex, the length of 
the breasts can only be determined by simplifying the shape of the breasts to certain ideal 
shapes, for example, a half oval or a hemisphere. A half oval or any other shapes than a 
hemisphere involves two or more lengths to define; thus, we used the relationship of a 
hemisphere to assume a ‘characteristic diameter’ (#]) of the breast as a comparative measure 
to #$%&, i.e., not a true diameter or length of the breast’s footprint. In reality, the breasts 
could be more flat/elliptical (not an ideal hemisphere), then the diameter of the footprint 
would be larger than #] while the height of the breast would be smaller than #]. Thus, #] is a 
length in between the height of the breasts and the diameter of the footprint. This makes the 
proposed characteristic diameter representable as a measure of the size of the breasts. 

Both #$%& and the diameters are lengths, and they have the same unit of a length (mm, cm, or 
m). If not, the unit must be converted to the same one. The ratio between #$%& and the mean 
diameters of the two hemispherical breasts is thus a non-dimensional quantity that represents 
the relative difference between the two quantities. The relative value of #$%& was named 
volume-shape-symmetry (!""): 

!̂_4`	]a`bcd =
e

12
#]

g ≈
!, + !-

2
	

#] = i
12!̂_4`	]a`bcd

e
j

6
g

≈ i
6

e
(!, + !-)j

6
g

	

!"" = 1 −
#$%&
#]

= volume	shape	symmetry	factor 

Equation 2 The mathematical deduction of volume-shape-symmetry (!"") 

!"" is 1 minus the ratio between the #$%& and the mean diameter of the two hemispherical 
breasts. !"" = 1 means that the two breasts are identical; !"" = 0 means that the difference 
between the two breasts is 100% (the difference between the two breasts is nearly the size of 
the breasts). A schematic illustration of the parameters is presented in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 Schematic illustration of the mean distance between the two breast surfaces (#$%&) and the 
characteristic diameter (#]) of the left (blue) and the right (brown) breast obtained in the VECTRA Analysis 

Module® 

For Paper IV, the 3D-SI measurements were compared to patient-reported outcome 
measures (PROMs) that evaluated the same aspects of the aesthetic outcome (Table 4). Only 
the 3D-SI measurements obtained from the first image per woman (imaged with their hands 
resting on the hips) analysed by the same observer (OL) were included.  

Table 4 Three-dimensional surface imaging (3D-SI) measurements and their corresponding patient-reported 
outcome measures from preselected questionnaire items in European Organisation for Research and Treatment 

of Cancer Quality of Life after Breast Reconstruction Questionnaire module 

3D-SI measurement  Unit Range Interpretation Questionnaire item 

Shape symmetry #$%& mm 0–∞ 0 = Perfect shape symmetry How satisfied are you with the shape of the breasts? 

How satisfied are you with the symmetry of the breasts? 

Volume of the left 
breast 

!, cm3 0–∞ Estimation of breast volume How satisfied are you with the size of the left breast? 

Volume of the right 
breast 

!- cm3 0–∞ Estimation of breast volume How satisfied are you with the size of the left breast? 

Volume-shape-
symmetry 

!""  0–1 1 = Perfect volume-shape-
symmetry 

How satisfied are you with the shape of the breasts? 

How satisfied are you with the symmetry of the breasts? 

How satisfied have you been with the overall results of 
your breast reconstruction? 

#$%& = Distance between two surfaces as Root Mean Square, i.e., breast shape symmetry 
!, = Volume of the Left breast 
!- = Volume of the Right breast 
!"" = Volume-shape-symmetry 

 

~"#

$%

"&'(

)
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3.4 STATISTICAL METHODS 

All analyses were performed in Stata/IC 14.2 for Mac, StataCorp, Texas, USA. The statistical 
level of significance was set to 0.05, p-values were two-sided and referred to Wald tests. 
 

3.4.1 Paper I 

Paired t-tests were used to investigate differences in scores between the one-year and long-
term assessment points. Linear regression adjusted for scores one year post-RRM, time since 
RRM, age at long-term follow-up, mutation status, bilateral RRSO, and body mass index 
(BMI; kg/m2) were used for unpaired comparisons of scores between women without and 
with previous breast cancer prior to RRM and IBR. Mean differences were presented with 
95% confidence intervals.  
 

3.4.2 Paper II 

Paired t-tests were used to investigate the differences in responses between the women and 
their partners. The mean paired differences were presented together with 95% confidence 
intervals.  
 

3.4.3 Paper III 

Descriptive statistics were presented as means, standard deviations (SD or )), range (min-
max), and variance components (VC or )*+). The intra- and inter-observer reproducibility 
were estimated using one-way ANOVA models and mixed-effects two-way ANOVA 
models. Bland-Altman plots with 95% limits of agreement were used to illustrate graphical 
results of mean values of the repeated measurements from three 3D surface images per 
woman per posture. The correlation between breast symmetry and volume difference (∆! =
|!, − !-|), and !""  and volume ratio (!abd = |tuvt$|

tuwt$ ) was estimated using the non-

parametric Spearman rank-order correlation test respectively, yielding a correlation 
coefficient (r) with a statistical significance level of 0.05. 
 

3.4.4 Paper IV 

Descriptive statistics of categorical data were presented as counts and percentages, while 
continuous data were presented as medians and range. The test for associations between the 
categorical data (PROMs categorised as the response options for the items) and the 
continuous data (3D-SI measurements) were performed using the non-parametric Kruskal-
Wallis test.  
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3.4.5 Comparison with normative data 

Interpretation of total scores can be challenging. Therefore, comparisons were made with 
published reference values when possible. For SF-36, large population data from the general 
population in Sweden (Sullivan and Karlsson 1994) were used for comparative purposes in 
Paper II. In addition, the normative data were categorised for sex and age. 
 

3.4.6 Proportions of dichotomised grouped results 

Another way to interpret the results in a more clinically relevant presentation was to present 
the proportions of the women’s responses for each item, dichotomised into “Not at all” vs 
“Any extent”. This method was used to present the results from BIS in Paper I and II. 
 

3.4.7 Minimal clinically important differences 

The comparative design of long-term scores versus scores from the one-year assessment, and 
group differences of women without and with previous breast cancer prior to RRM and IBR 
were calculated for statistically significant differences. However, such differences are not 
always easy to interpret. Thus, the concept of minimal clinically important differences were 
also investigated to facilitate the interpretation of such results (Osoba et al. 1998). Small 
perceived changes in physical, emotional, and social functioning have previously been 
established to correspond to changes of magnitudes of 5–9 points in a quality-of-life 
questionnaire, while moderate and large changes correspond to 10–19 and greater than 20 
points, respectively.  
 

3.4.8 Evaluation of a new method 

Often in the field of Medical Sciences, old theories and believes evolve, change, or are even 
proven wrong as we are enlightened with more knowledge. One aspect that needs to be made 
clear is whether or not the new method correlates with the present conventional one(s), and if 
so, how well they agree with each other.  

For instance, it has been described that the minimum difference of breast volume detectable 
by the human eye is around 50 cm3 (Sigurdson and Kirkland 2006). In a recent study, the 
usage of 3D-SI as a tool to estimate breast volumes was investigated. They found that the 
mean relative difference of the volume estimated by two observers was 5.78% of breast 
volumes up to 1000 cm3 (O’Connell et al. 2018), i.e., 57.8 cm3. Naturally, one could wonder 
if this new method has the potential to be used and have a meaningful role in clinical practice, 
and if there would be enough evidence to prove or strengthen that it is “good enough” to be 
used. Besides the fact of whether the new method is more or less superior than the 
conventional one in terms of time- and cost-efficiency, one should also evaluate if the use of 
the new method can generate identical results independent of the user (reproducibility). In 
order to do so, a couple of fundamental statistical terms ought to be understood: 
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3.4.8.1 Reproducibility 

Reproducibility assesses the variability of measurements from the same patient, made under 
changing circumstances such as different methods (different arm positionings or skin 
markings versus anatomical structures) or evaluated by different observers (LB or OL) 
(Bartlett and Frost 2008). However, bias might be present between observers, and their 
measurements might have different SDs. The term reproducibility is used as an umbrella term 
for the following concepts: 
 

3.4.8.1.1 Reliability 

Reliability is used for discriminative purposes. Intraclass correlation ('(() is the reliability 
parameter. When '(( = 1, there are zero measurement errors. When all variability in the 
measurements occur because of measurement errors, '(( = 0. '(( is dimensionless, which 
makes it possible to compare measurement methods given on different scales or metrics. It 
can be used to find the meaning of scores and to assess minimally important changes that are 
clinically relevant through comparison of two different instruments (de Vet et al. 2006). 
However, '(( is only an estimate and should be presented with a 95% CI as we have done in 
Paper III. Reliability is dependent on the heterogeneity of the population and the magnitude 
of measurement errors. It is of importance to present the estimates of inter- and intra-patient 
SD (repeatability) in addition to the '(( estimate. 

The presence of changing bias can be assessed if at least two measurements have been made 
with each method on each patient (Bland and Altman 1986). Measurements made by 
different observers can vary systematically because of bias between the observers, or because 
of different measurement error. 

In the case of Paper III in this thesis, the reproducibility of the method of 3D-SI was 
investigated by two observers and more than two measurements on each patient with each 
method of arm positioning were made. This allowed the repeatability and reliability to be 
estimated for each method. The cut-offs for the interpretation of levels of reliability for 
different '(( values used in Paper III are presented in Table 5 (Killaars et al. 2020; Landis 
and Koch 1977). 

Table 5 The interpretation of levels of reliability for different intraclass coefficient ('(() values 

Intraclass coefficient (xyy)  Level of reliability 

0.00–0.20   Poor  

0.21–0.40  Fair  

0.41–0.60   Moderate  

0.61–0.80   Substantial 

0.81–1.00   Excellent to perfect 
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The intra-observer reliability for each observer was estimated as 
z{|MPK}M~

z{|MPK}M~ w	zKOO�O~  in a one-way 

ANOVA model, and as 
z{|MPK}M~ w	z�ÄÅKOÇKO~

z{|MPK}M~ wz�ÄÅKOÇKO~ w	zKOO�O~  in a mixed-effects two-way ANOVA model. 

The inter-observer reliability was estimated as 
z{|MPK}M~

z{|MPK}M~ wz�ÄÅKOÇKO~ w	zKOO�O~  using a mixed effects 

two-way ANOVA model (Bartlett and Frost 2008). 
 

3.4.8.1.2 Agreement 

Agreement is used to evaluate how close two measurements performed on the same patient 
are. Differences between measurements could be due to bias between observers or variability 
in the measurement procedures. The differences between measurements are often expressed 
with 95% limits of agreement. Since reliability is a dimensionless parameter, the variability 
of the true value can be related to the variability of the measurement error of the observed 
measurements (Koo and Li 2016). The bias between measurements will then be ignored, thus 
agreement between the measurements of the same patient will depend only on the intra-
patient SD. It measures the measurement error.  

The agreement between measurements from the same woman made by observer 1 and 
observer 2 in Paper III were estimated using 95% Bland-Altman limits, which were 
calculated as mean differences (bias) between the observers ±1.96 × √2 ×
à()_]c`aâ`a+ + )`aa_a+ ) , where the VC were estimated using a mixed-effects two-way 
ANOVA model with a random patient effect and fixed observer effect (Gerke et al. 2016). 
 

3.4.8.1.2.1 Repeatability  

Repeatability refers to the variability of repeated measurements from the same patient done 
under identical circumstances, i.e., using the same instrument or method (same 3D camera, 
same arm positioning, same markings), and performed by the same observer or evaluator 
(Bartlett and Frost 2008). Agreement can be estimated using the repeatability coefficient 
(RC) for measurements by the same observer. Variability under these ideal conditions is 
dependent on measurement error of the process. 

The limits of agreement in Paper III were deduced based on the premises of repeated 
measurements. Using a one-way ANOVA model with a random patient effect, the )`aa_a+  and 

RC were estimated as 1.96 × √2 × à)`aa_a+  (Bartlett and Frost 2008).  
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3.4.8.2 How to interpret Bland-Altman plots 

A scatter plot is often used to illustrate the correlation between two types of measurements. 
For instance, using unpublished graphs from Paper III as an example, the estimated breast 
volumes obtained through analysis of 3D surface images by two independent observers seem 
have a positive correlation as seen in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Scatter plot of estimated breast volume measurements of the right breast by observer 1 (U-axis) and 
observer 2 (I-axis) obtained through analysis of three-dimensional surface images of 58 women posing with 

their hands on their hips 

But what does this really tell us about the reproducibility of the 3D analysis method? How 
can we tell if the breast volume measurements estimated by different observers following the 
same instructions yield reproducible data?  

An informative visual way to do this is to illustrate the difference between two measurements 
of the same object (measured using two different methods, by two different observers, or 
where the object is posing in two different postures), and to plot it against the average 
measurement of the paired underlying value. This type of visualisation of data was first 
proposed by Bland and Altman (Bland and Altman 1986), and thus referred to as a Bland-
Altman plot. It gives an overview of the agreement between two methods, which cannot be 
seen in a scatter plot even though the correlation may seem good. In addition, the plot allows 
for detection of the systematic error (bias) between the measurements, potential outliers, and 
calculations of the mean and SD, as seen in Figure 19 where the same data as plotted in 
Figure 18 is presented in a Bland-Altman plot instead. Because the plotted agreement 
measurements are related to the underlying value of the measurement, this graphical 
representation also allows for identification of variations in agreement depending on the size 
of the measurement. For instance, the agreement is more spread out for larger average breast 
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volumes compared to smaller average breast volumes (highlighted using the coloured triangle 
in Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19 Bland-Altman plot of estimated breast volumes of the right breast by observer 1 ("#$) and observer 2 
("#&) through analysis of 3D surface images of 58 women obtained through analysis of 3D surface images of 

58 women posing with their hands on their hips 

The upper and lower horizontal dashed lines mark the estimated upper and lower 95% limits 
of agreement, which are estimated from the mean of two values measured of the same object 
± 1.96 × SD, assuming that the SD is uniform. The zone between the limits of agreement is 
expected to contain 95% of the differences between two measurements of paired future 
measurements. 
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4 RESULTS 
4.1 PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOME MEASURES 

In total, 146 women (73%) and a total of 36 partners (60%) responded to the long-term 
questionnaires, see the study overview flow chart of Paper I–IV in Figure 5. Ninety-five per 
cent of all participants underwent IBR (Table 2). The results are presented according to the 
responses to each of the questionnaires. 
 

4.1.1 Satisfaction with breast reconstruction 

No comparison with any previous assessment could be performed, as this questionnaire was 
used for the first time in the long-term follow-up in Paper I. There were no differences 
between women with and without previous cancer for most variables, with two exceptions 
(Table 6). Women without previous breast cancer had statistically significantly lower levels 
of “Disease treatment/surgery related symptoms” (p=0.006) and higher satisfaction with 
“Sexuality” (p=0.031) after adjustment for confounding factors, compared to women with 
previous breast cancer. Clinically significant differences were also noted for these two 
subscales (small and moderate), as well as for “Satisfaction with reconstructed nipple” 
(moderate). 

Table 6 Satisfaction with the breast reconstruction (EORTC QLQ-BRR26): mean and standard deviation (SD) 
for all women responding at the long-term assessment; unadjusted and adjusted mean differences (MD) between 

women with and without previous breast cancer (from Paper I) 

 Long-term assessment  Unadjusted mean difference  Adjusted* mean difference 
 Cancer 

(n=34–47) 
No cancer 
(n=84–99)  

MD (95% CI) 
(n=141–146) p  

MD (95% CI) 
(n=99–120) p 

Parameter Mean (SD) Mean (SD)            
Disease treatment/surgery 
related symptoms 13.1 (2.8) 4.5 (1.1) 

 
8.6S (3.6 to 13.5) 0.001 

 
8.7S (2.6 to 14.8) 0.006 

Problems finding a well-fitting 
bra 31.9 (5.7) 31.3 (3.6) 

 
0.6 (-12.1 to 13.4) 0.922 

 
-3.3 (-18.3 to 11.8) 0.666 

Sexuality 
  

45.3 (4.6) 28.8 (2.5) 
 

16.6M (6.9 to 26.2) 0.001 
 

12.8M (1.2 to 24.5) 0.031 

Cosmetic outcome breast 
  

59.0 (3.6) 64.3 (2.5) 
 

-5.3 (-14.1 to 3.4) 0.228 
 

-3.4 (-13.2 to 6.4) 0.491 

Cosmetic outcome donor site† 

  
15.0 (4.9) 11.9 (4.4) 

 
3.1 (-11.7 to 17.9) 0.651 

 
15.5M (-115.2 to 146.2) 0.373 

Satisfaction with reconstructed 
nipple 31.9 (4.1) 45.0 (3.1) 

 
-13.2M (-24.2 to -2.1) 0.020 

 
-19.1M (-21.6 to 1.4) 0.086 

Problems with losing the 
nipple‡ 

  
29.6 (6.7) 30.6 (8.7) 

 
-0.9 (-25.2 to 23.3) 0.937 

 
8.7S (-28.7 to 46) 0.600 

Range 0–100, where higher scores indicate higher satisfaction for ‘Satisfaction with reconstructed nipple’ and ‘Cosmetic outcome of breast’, and vice 
versa for the rest of the measures. 
* Adjusted for age at long-term follow-up, time since risk-reducing surgery, mutation, bilateral risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy, and body mass 
index (kg/m2) 
† Too few observations: n=9–12 
‡ Too few observations: n=16–21 
S Small and M moderate clinical significant differences (Osoba et al. 1998) 

 
In Paper II, the partners were asked to respond to the same set of questions – from their 
perception of the women’s responses. When the partners’ perceived levels of satisfaction with 
results of breast reconstruction were compared with the women’s own responses, the women 
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had scored statistically significantly higher levels of satisfaction in the subscale “Cosmetic 
outcome of the breasts” (p=0.036). No other subscales differed between the partners and 
women’s responses.  

In Paper IV, only the PROMs that corresponded to a 3D-SI measurement were studied. 
Women without previous breast cancer appeared to rate satisfaction with breast symmetry 
lower than their scoring of the other aesthetic outcome variables. Those with previous breast 
cancer scored somewhat lower degrees of satisfaction with breast symmetry and shape 
compared with their reported levels of satisfaction with the breast size and overall result. 
 

4.1.2 Body image 

The reported levels of body image problems in Paper I were relatively unchanged at the 
long-term follow-up compared with the responses collected at the one-year assessment 
(Figure 20 and Figure 21). More than 40% of the women without previous breast cancer 
reported problems in the following categories: “Dissatisfied with the scar(s)”, “Less sexually 
attractive”, “Less feminine”, and “Less physically attractive”. Among the women with 
previous breast cancer, more than 40% reported persisting problems with most variables with 
the exception of three categories: “Avoid people”, “Difficulties to see oneself naked”, and 
“Self-consciousness”. The only statistically significantly improved level of body image was 
found for “Self-consciousness” among the women without previous breast cancer (p=0.026, 
Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20 Proportion of women without previous breast cancer reporting ‘little’ to ‘very much’-body image 
problems at the one year and long-term assessment after the risk-reducing breast surgery with immediate breast 

reconstruction (from Paper I) 
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Figure 21 Proportion of women with previous breast cancer reporting ‘little’ to ‘very much’-body image 
problems at the one year and long-term assessment after the risk-reducing breast surgery with immediate breast 

reconstruction (from Paper I) 

In Paper II, the three main body image problems reported by the women themselves were 
also the three main issues perceived by their partners: “Less sexually attractive”, “Dissatisfied 
with the body”, and “Less physically attractive”. The women reported statistically 
significantly lower levels of body image problems than what their partners had perceived in 
terms of the total BIS score (p=0.042), specifically for the items “Dissatisfied with body” 
(p=0.041) and “Body less whole” (p=0.009). 
 

4.1.3 Sexuality 

The proportion of women without previous breast cancer who reported that they had a 
“current active sex life” had decreased from 76% (n=52) at the one-year assessment, to 61% 
(n=57) at the long-term follow-up (Paper I). Corresponding figures for women with previous 
breast cancer were 63% (n=22) at the one-year assessment to 43% (n=20) at the long-term 
follow-up. For the latter group, the proportion of women who reported “Discomfort” had 
statistically significantly increased since the one-year assessment (p=0.016). On the other 
hand, a statistically significant increase in “Sexual habit” was observed among the group of 
women without previous breast cancer (p=0.031). No statistically significant differences 
between the groups were observed when the reported long-term outcomes were adjusted for 
confounding factors. 

Partners’ perceptions of the women’s responses concerning “Pleasure”, “Discomfort”, and 
“Habit” and the women’s own responses did not differ statistically significantly (Paper II). 
Five out of 15 couples indicated the same reason as to why they did not have a “current active 
sex life”. 
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4.1.4 Anxiety and depressive symptoms 

There was a statistically significant increase in depressive symptoms over time among 
women without previous breast cancer (p=0.042, Paper I). However, none of the groups 
reported mean scores that indicated anxiety or depressive symptoms of clinical or possible 
clinical relevance at the one-year or long-term assessment.  

Partners reported their own levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms, all within normal 
levels. There were neither any statistically significant differences between the partners and 
the women (Paper II), or when comparing the long-term responses of women without and 
with previous breast cancer (Paper I). 
 

4.1.5 Health-related quality of life 

A statistically significant decrease in “General health” was reported by both women without 
and with previous breast cancer when the one-year post-op and long-term outcomes were 
compared (p=0.042 and 0.018, respectively (Table 7, Paper I)). No other differences were 
found between the one-year and the long-term follow-up. 

Table 7 Long-term changes in health-related quality of life (SF-36) compared with one year after risk-reducing 
surgery among women with and without previous breast cancer who responded on both occasions  

(excerpt from Paper I) 

    
Difference over time 

Women responding at both assessments 
    Cancer  No cancer 
    One year 

Mean (SD) 
Long-term 
Mean (SD) 

Difference  
(95% CI) p 

 One year 
Mean (SD) 

Long-term 
Mean (SD) 

Difference  
(95% CI) p   Variable   

             

H
ea

lth
-r

el
at

ed
 q

ua
lit

y 
of

 li
fe

 

 Number of women  31–35  65–70 
 Physical Functioning*  87 (20) 85 (21) -3 (-10 to 5) 0.510  92 (13) 92 (16) -1 (-5 to 3) 0.726 
 General health†  82 (19) 74 (24) -9 (-16 to -2) 0.018  84 (19) 79 (23) -5 (-11 to 0) 0.042 
 Vitality†  66 (25) 63 (24) -3 (-12 to 6) 0.531  68 (22) 65 (23) -2 (-8 to 3) 0.320 
 Mental health‡  79 (18) 77 (17) -2 (-8 to 5) 0.645  83 (18) 79 (18) -4 (-8 to 1) 0.094 
 Role–Physical*  79 (38) 85 (34) 5 (-3 to 14) 0.223  87 (30) 85 (32) -2 (-11 to 7) 0.691 
 Role–Emotional‡  85 (27) 82 (34) -3 (-16 to 10) 0.620  86 (30) 85 (30) -1 (-9 to 7) 0.851 
 Social functioning‡  91 (18) 87 (22) -4 (-12 to 4) 0.344  93 (19) 88 (22) -5 (-10 to 1) 0.091 
 Bodily pain*  76 (24) 76 (25) 0 (-9 to 9) 0.978  83 (23) 83 (24) 1 (-7 to 8) 0.882 

             
SF-36 [range 0–100, higher scores indicate better well-being]: 
* Physical health 
† Overall representation of both physical and mental health. Both scales are bipolar. The median of Vitality or General Health implies absence of fatigue 
or no negative values of health in general, respectively 
‡ Mental health, where Mental Health is a bipolar scale. Mid-values imply an absence of either anxiety/depressive symptoms or psychosocial 
impairment. 100 indicates best possible well-being 
SD = standard deviation 
CI = confidence interval 

 
Both the women and the partners reported higher levels of HRQoL on most subscales 
compared with the age- and sex-adjusted normative SF-36 data from the Swedish population 
(Figure 22, Paper II). The participating women in Paper II reported clinically significantly 
poorer “General health” (a small clinical significant difference), “Physical role” (small 
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difference), “Social functioning” (small difference), and “Emotional role” (moderate 
difference) compared to their partners. 
 

 

Figure 22 Mean scores of the eight domains of health-related quality of life (SF-36) for partners and women, 
and the age- and sex-adjusted normative data for each domain (from Paper II) 

 

4.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE IMAGING 

The participation rate for Paper III and IV was 73% (n=64 out of 88 interested). However, 
the image files of six women were corrupted/damaged, and therefore had to be excluded from 
further analysis. 
 

4.2.1 Reproducibility of raw data 

The reproducibility of results generated from data analysis of #$%&, breast volumes, and !"" 
were investigated in Paper III. The intra-observer reproducibility of #$%& measurements 
were substantial for observer 1 and perfect to excellent for observer 2, while the intra-
observer reproducibility of breast volume measurements was perfect to excellent for both 
observers (Table 8). The inter-observer reproducibility of the 3D-SI measurements was 
moderate–substantial, with a systematic underestimation throughout the measurements by 
observer 1 when compared with the measurements by observer 2. For measurements by both 
observers, the inter-posture reproducibility was found to be substantial for #$%&, and 
substantial–excellent to perfect for breast volume (data not shown). The correlation between 
breast symmetry and volume difference, and !"" and volume ratio, respectively, was not 
statistically significant.  
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Table 8 Estimates of agreement and reliability of the mean distance between the breast surfaces, #$%&, the left 
breast volume,	!u, and the right breast volume, !$, in two different postures, 45° arm abduction and hands 

placed on hips (from Paper III) 

 #$%&,äã  
(mm) 

#$%&,å3ç  
(mm) 

!u,äã 
(cm3) 

!u,å3ç 
(cm3) 

!$,äã 
(cm3) 

!$,å3ç 
(cm3) 

       
One-way random effects ANOVA:       
       
Observer 1       
       
Mean (SD) 7.1 (2.9) 7.1 (2.8) 282 (102) 281 (90) 281 (110) 289 (107) 
Range 2.2 to 15.7 2.4 to 16.4 102 to 580 81 to 526 62 to 644 56 to 565 
       
sçbd3`4d
+   5.99 5.79 9352 6700 11284 10214 

s`aa_a
+   2.17 1.83 1217 1408 922 1283 

       
Repeatability coefficient  
(95% CI) 

4.1  
(3.6 to 4.6) 

3.8  
(3.3 to 4.3) 

97  
(85 to 110) 

104  
(91 to 118) 

84  
(74 to 96) 

99  
(87 to 113) 

       

Intra-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.73  
(0.63 to 0.82) 

0.76  
(0.66 to 0.84) 

0.88  
(0.83 to 0.92) 

0.83  
(0.75 to 0.88) 

0.92  
(0.89 to 0.95) 

0.89  
(0.83 to 0.93) 

       
Observer 2       
       
Mean (SD) 8.0 (3.4) 8.2 (3.3) 337 (129) 346 (139) 323 (116) 331 (120) 
Range 2.3 to 19.6 2.5 to 19.2 47 to 685 22 to 830 79 to 766 46 to 849 
       
sçbd3`4d
+   9.76 9.44 15271 18485 12534 12954 

s`aa_a
+   1.61 1.73 1674 1068 1015 1521 

       

Repeatability coefficient (95% CI) 3.5  
(3.1 to 4.0) 

3.6  
(3.2 to 4.1) 

113  
(100 to 129) 

91  
(80 to 103) 

88  
(78 to 100) 

108  
(95 to 123) 

       

Intra-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.86  
(0.79 to 0.91) 

0.85  
(0.77 to 0.90) 

0.90  
(0.85 to 0.94) 

0.95  
(0.92 to 0.96) 

0.93  
(0.89 to 0.95) 

0.89  
(0.84 to 0.93) 

       
Two-way mixed effects ANOVA:       
       
sçbd3`4d
+   6.18 5.66 9132 8478 6910 7757 

s_]c`aâ`a
+   1.70 1.96 3180 4115 4999 3827 

s`aa_a
+   1.89 1.78 1445 1238 968 1402 

       
Bias  
(95% CI) 

-0.9  
(-1.5 to -0.3) 

-1.1  
(-1.7 to -0.5) 

-55  
(-77 to -32) 

-65  
(-89 to -40) 

-42  
(-69 to -15) 

-42  
(-66 to -18) 

       
95% limits of agreement  -6.2 to 4.3 -6.5 to 4.3 -243 to 134 -268 to 138 -256 to 172 -242 to 158 
       

Intra-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.81  
(0.74 to 0.86) 

0.81  
(0.74 to 0.86) 

0.89  
(0.85 to 0.93) 

0.91  
(0.88 to 0.94) 

0.92  
(0.90 to 0.95) 

0.89  
(0.85 to 0.92) 

Inter-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.63  
(0.50 to 0.75) 

0.60  
(0.46 to 0.73) 

0.66  
(0.53 to 0.78) 

0.61  
(0.46 to 0.75) 

0.54  
(0.37 to 0.70) 

0.60  
(0.44 to 0.73) 

       
SD = standard deviation 
s*
+ = variance component of I 

CI = confidence interval 

 

4.2.2 Introduction of a new parameter 

The intra-observer reproducibility was excellent to perfect for both observer 1 and observer 2 
independent of in which posture the 3D surface images were captured (Table 9). Because of 
the systematic underestimation of raw data measurements by observer 1, the inter-observer 
reproducibility of !""  was substantial (Paper III). The variability between the two 
observers’ !"" measurements was larger for women with less symmetrical breasts (lower 
!"" values). 
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Table 9 Estimates of volume-shape-symmetry (!"") agreement and reliability, based on raw data measurements 
from the three-dimensional surface images presented for two postures  

(arms at 45° and hands placed on hips) (from Paper III) 

 !""äã   !""å3ç  
 Observer 1 Observer 2  Observer 1 Observer 2 
      
      
Mean (SD) 0.929 (0.029) 0.923 (0.034)  0.930 (0.028) 0.923 (0.032) 
Range 0.828 to 0.975 0.806 to 0.977  0.820 to 0.977 0.788 to 0.980 
      
One-way random effects ANOVA:      
      
sçbd3`4d
+   0.0006 0.0010  0.0006 0.0009 

s`aa_a
+   0.0002 0.0001  0.0002 0.0002 

      
Repeatability coefficient (95% CI) 0.041 (0.036 to 0.046) 0.033 (0.029 to 0.038)  0.038 (0.034 to 0.043) 0.035 (0.030 to 0.039) 
      
Intra-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.74 (0.63 to 0.83) 0.87 (0.81 to 0.92)  0.76 (0.66 to 0.84) 0.85 (0.78 to 0.90) 
      
Two-way mixed effects ANOVA:      
     
sçbd3`4d
+   0.0006  0.0006 

sé]c`aâ`a
+   0.0002  0.0002 

s`aa_a
+   0.0002  0.0002 

      
Bias (95% CI) 0.006 (-0.0004 to 0.012)  0.007 (0.001 to 0.013) 
      
95% limits of agreement  -0.046 to 0.060  -0.037 to 0.050 
      
Intra-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.82 (0.75 to 0.87)  0.81 (0.75 to 0.86) 
Inter-observer reliability (95% CI) 0.62 (0.48 to 0.74)  0.61 (0.47 to 0.73) 
      
SD = standard deviation 
s*
+ = variance component of I 

CI = confidence interval 

 

4.2.3 In vivo magnitudes 

Among the 58 3D surface imaged women, 36 women did not have previous breast cancer 
prior to the RRM while 22 women did. The median age at 3D-SI for women without and with 
previous breast cancer was 54 and 58 years, respectively. Additional clinical and 
demographic data can be found in Table 2. 3D surface images with specified 3D-SI 
measurements of four women are presented in Figure 23. 

Estimated volume-shape-symmetry (!"") values ranged from 0.788 to 0.980, where the 
highest value, i.e., the most symmetrical reconstructed breasts in terms of volume and shape, 
was obtained from a 3D surface image of a woman without previous breast cancer.  
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Figure 23 Three-dimensional surface images of four women with varying aesthetic outcome. The snapshots are 
captured during image analysis in VECTRA Analysis Module®. The bottom two breast surface areas (turquoise) 

are marked out for shape symmetry calculations (from Paper IV) 

 

4.2.4 Association with patient-reported outcome measures 

Neither the raw data nor relative parameter !"" of 3D-SI measurements had any statistically 
significant associations with the corresponding PROMs. Thus, the 3D-SI measurements did 
not capture the patient reports. 

455 cm3

303 cm3

455 cm3

310 cm3

192 cm3

512 cm3

190 cm3
380 cm3
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5 DISCUSSION 
In summary, the major findings of this thesis were that among women with a high hereditary 
risk of breast cancer who underwent RRM and IBR 6 to 20 years ago, feelings regarding 
body image, levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms, sexuality, and HRQoL appeared to 
remain relatively unchanged compared with their corresponding one-year postoperative 
evaluations. Problems with body image were still relatively prevalent at the long-term follow-
up. Women with previous breast cancer reported more problems with sexuality at the long-
term follow-up than those without a previous diagnosis. Women’s own evaluations regarding 
long-term psychosocial outcomes appeared to have been perceived by their partners. Partners 
tended, however, to overestimate the degree of body image problems reported by the women 
themselves. Moreover, both women and their partners reported higher levels on almost all 
investigated HRQoL aspects compared with the age- and sex-adjusted normative population 
in Sweden long-term after RRM and IBR. When long-term breast reconstructive outcomes 
were evaluated from a 3D-SI perspective, this, in theory, more objective method yielded 
moderate–excellent to perfect reproducible measurements that could be used to describe 
aspects related to the aesthetic outcome of the breasts. Nevertheless, based on the data 
collected in this thesis, 3D-SI measurements did not appear to be a statistically significantly 
associated to women’s self-reported outcome measures related to the satisfaction of their 
breast reconstruction and body image. 
 

5.1 SATISFACTION WITH BREAST RECONSTRUCTION 

Since EORTC QLQ-BRR26 (phase III) and QLQ-BRECON23 (phase IV) were only recently 
developed and internationally validated (Winters et al. 2014, 2017), no data from the one-
year assessment were available for comparison with the long-term results in Paper I. 
Furthermore, apart from another validation study of a translated version of QLQ-BRECON23 
(Bok et al. 2020), there is to date only one other published study that has used QLQ-BRR26 
(Lohmander et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the results from our study measured through these 
validated questions were in line with, and can be supported by, other studies on breast cancer 
patients undergoing mastectomy and IBR using similar questionnaires.  

The observed statistically and clinically significant differences between the groups of women 
without and with previous breast cancer were in most cases related to cancer treatment or 
surgery-related symptoms. For women without previous breast cancer, issues such as arm 
numbness/fullness related to consequences of axillary dissection, or unilateral problems such 
as capsular contracture, implant rupture, deformity, and/or pain related to previous breast 
cancer radiotherapy are not relevant as they underwent bilateral RRM and IBR. These breast 
cancer treatment or surgery-related symptoms have all been seen to persist or develop many 
years post-treatment or surgery for breast cancer patients (Berbers et al. 2014; Krag et al. 
1998; Quinn et al. 2016). Nonetheless, because of a low response rate for two of the seven 
subscales and the lack of other published comparable data as of today, generalisability of the 
results should be drawn with caution. 
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Among the participating couples in Paper II, partners seemed to have perceived the major 
issues related with the long-term outcomes of RRM and IBR as their responses were coherent 
with the most prevalent ones reported by the women themselves. Similarly in another study 
(n=11 couples), a strong positive correlation was found between breast cancer patients and 
their partners’ responses regarding each party’s own satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome 
of the breast reconstruction after a mastectomy (Cimaroli, Logiudice, and Doren 2020). 
However, further conclusions or comparisons with other studies are difficult to draw because 
of the small sample size and small quantity of published studies investigating partners’ 
perceptions of women’s satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome after RRM and IBR. 
Moreover, the satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome is a multifaceted matter. For instance, 
differences in personal experiences related to the loss of their own breasts may affect body 
image and expectations with the reconstructive outcome more or less depending on their 
physical and psychological starting point. 
 

5.2 BODY IMAGE 

The degree of body image problems reported in the long-term follow-up were of similar 
degree to the problems reported at the one-year assessment point, i.e., body image problems 
seemed to persist in the long-term after RRM and IBR. In our long-term follow-up, the 
number of unanticipated surgeries after RRM and IBR requiring general anaesthesia, e.g., 
implant-related issues, immediate postoperative complications, or aesthetic concerns, were 
n=40 (44%) and n=15 (34%) for women without and with previous breast cancer in Paper I, 
respectively.  

In a previously published two-year follow-up of women after RRM and IBR, more problems 
with body image were reported among women who had undergone reoperations compared 
with women who had not (Unukovych et al. 2016). Possible explanations might be that 
women with less satisfactory aesthetic outcomes underwent additional corrective surgeries, or 
because the additional surgery caused less satisfactory aesthetic outcomes. Nevertheless, 
short-term findings with similar body image problems after RRM as observed in our long-
term follow-up have been reported (Gahm et al. 2013; Gahm, Wickman, et al. 2010; Gopie et 
al. 2013; Hopwood et al. 2000). 

In addition, decreased feelings of femininity and impaired body image have been reported as 
the most common issues in a large systematic review investigating effects of RRM on breast 
cancer incidence and mortality, physical morbidity, and psychosocial outcomes (Lostumbo et 
al. 2004). However, only three out of 22 studies were prospective cohort studies, which 
meant that the impact of recall bias is debatable. Nevertheless, similar findings were observed 
in our prospective long-term follow-up and were supported by the partners’ perceptions in 
Paper II, where the most common issues reported by both women and partners were 
problems with sexual and physical attractiveness and satisfaction with the body post-surgery. 
Since mismatched expected versus actual aesthetic outcomes have been seen to be associated 
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with regret (Lee et al. 2018), women opting for RRM should be informed about the risk of 
these persisting problems that this thesis has highlighted. 

 

5.3 SEXUALITY 

Both EORTC QLQ-BRR26/BRECON23 and SAQ cover several aspects related to sexuality. 
In our long-term follow-up, the group of women without previous breast cancer reported 
lower levels of sexuality-related problems compared with the group of women with previous 
breast cancer prior to RRM and IBR. Although women in both groups had undergone 
bilateral surgery, a moderate clinically significant difference between the groups was found. 
This difference may have been the result of hormonal changes due to anti-cancer treatment 
for breast cancer in addition to contraindications for hormone replacement therapy after 
bilateral RRSO. More than 50% of the women in both groups had undergone this procedure 
because of the high risk of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer. However, only women 
without previous breast cancer were safely offered hormone replacement therapy, which for 
instance might have yielded differences in the levels of vaginal dryness between the groups 
(Couzi, Helzlsouer, and Fetting 1995; Johansen et al. 2016; Panjari, Bell, and Davis 2011). 
The levels of sexual discomfort measured in SAQ were lower in the group without previous 
breast cancer, possible due to differences in the vaginal mucosa between the groups. 

The women’s evaluations regarding aspects related to sexuality long-term after RRM and 
IBR were confirmed by their partners, who seemed to have accurately perceived the women’s 
feelings, as their responses did not show any statistically or clinically significant differences 
from the women’s own responses. The average relationship length among the participating 
couples was 21 years. Despite the longevity of the average relationships, only a minority of 
the couples selected matching responses to the questions regarding reasons for not having a 
“current active sex life”. In previous literature, no strong correlations have been found 
between relationship length and accuracy in estimation of sexual satisfaction. Quality of 
partner support has, on the other hand, been found to be a predictor for sexual well-being and 
satisfaction after mastectomy and implant based breast reconstruction (Grift et al. 2020). 
However, absence of support from a partner, in combination with long-term side-effects of 
surgery such as loss of skin sensation, or vaginal dryness due to hormonal changes as an 
effect of breast cancer treatment, might not resolve without clinical counselling. Therefore, 
the possible effects of RRM and IBR on sexual aspects should be a discussion point (pre- and 
postoperatively) with both women and their partners, in order to offer suitable treatments 
such as sexual counselling. 

 

5.4 ANXIETY AND DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS 

Among women with a high hereditary risk of breast cancer, the levels of anxiety and 
depressive symptoms were found to be persistent and relatively low at the long-term follow-
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up compared with the corresponding levels one-year post-RRM. Among BRCA1/2 carriers, 
anxiety has been found to be associated with the women’s perception of breast cancer risk 
itself and related to her decision to undergo RRM, with a decrease in psychological morbidity 
after RRM (Hatcher et al. 2001).  

Preoperative levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms have been previously studied by our 
research group. The results demonstrated that women without previous breast cancer prior to 
RRM and IBR had equivalent levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms to those in women 
from the general population. Likewise, women with previous breast cancer prior to RRM and 
IBR had similar levels to those in breast cancer patients without known hereditary risk 
(Brandberg et al. 2004). Moreover, in another study based on the same cohort of women as in 
this thesis, anxiety decreased six months and one year post-RRM and IBR, while the levels of 
depressive symptoms remained low and relatively unchanged when compared to the 
preoperative levels (Brandberg et al. 2008).  

To this date, there are few studies that have prospectively investigated long-term 
psychological problems after RRM (den Heijer et al. 2012; Heiniger et al. 2015). In one of 
the studies, the reported levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms were statistically 
significantly lower at six months post-RRM compared with preoperative levels, as well as at 
the long-term follow-up (6–9 years) compared with the six-month reports (den Heijer et al. 
2012). One explanation as to why we did not find a statistically significant decrease in 
anxiety and depressive symptoms might be because our selected baseline for comparison was 
one year post-RRM. During the first postoperative year, planned revisits to the plastic 
surgeon associated with filling of expanders and/or removal of filling ports might have had 
time to be completed, in addition to leaving the women more time to mentally adjust to their 
postoperative condition. Based on the findings in Paper I, the women’s adapted levels of 
anxiety and depressive symptoms one-year post-RRM seemed to be persistent up to 20 years. 

 

5.5 HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE 

Among the women in our cohort, as previously reported, levels of HRQoL did not differ 
before, or six months, or one year after RRM (Brandberg et al. 2008). In Paper I, these levels 
of HRQoL were found to be persistent in the long-term for all SF-36 subscales except for 
“General health”, demonstrating that undergoing RRM and IBR did not seem to affect these 
women’s HRQoL. The decrease in “General health” in our study did not differ depending on 
if the women had not or had had breast cancer prior to RRM and IBR. A possible explanation 
for the lower level of “General health” in the long-term follow-up could simply be the natural 
process of aging.  

Other studies with commensurate follow-up periods of approximately six years observed an 
improved and possibly increased quality of life over time in high-risk women after RRM 
compared with prior surgery, and that adaptation among the women who had undergone 
RRM was higher compared to those who had decided to not undergo RRM (Hooker et al. 
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2014a; Shapira et al. 2018). Similarly, the HRQoL among the women in our study were 
higher than the normative levels of HRQoL among age-adjusted Swedish women. However, 
anxiety prior to RRM has not been found to be a predictor of quality of life post-surgery 
(Hooker et al. 2014b).  

Differences between characteristics of the participants in this thesis and the general 
population may introduce a bias. For instance, previous research showed that women at an 
outpatient oncogenetic clinic for women with hereditary breast cancer appeared to have 
higher socioeconomic status compared with the general population of women in the same 
geographical district (Wachenfeldt et al. 2009). This implies that women who attend genetic 
counselling clinics, such as the women in our thesis, may have a higher socioeconomic status 
than the general population. If higher socioeconomic status is also related to higher levels of 
HRQoL, it may be a potential confounding factor that could explain the higher levels of 
HRQoL among the women in our study sample compared to the normative population. 
However, in our study we do not have data of the participants’ socioeconomic status and 
could therefore not adjust for it in our models. 

There is a lack of comparative results of partners of women with high risk of hereditary 
breast cancer. In a study on partners of breast cancer survivors, partners of older breast cancer 
survivors (diagnosis at 55–70 years) reported greater quality of life compared to partners of 
younger breast cancer survivors (diagnosis at ≤ 45 years), where the latter group also reported 
lower marital satisfaction (Cohee et al. 2018). Higher quality of marital status and better 
information given to partners have been described to benefit the psychological and emotional 
well-being both of partners and breast cancer patients in another study (Rowland and 
Metcalfe 2014). In Paper II, the median age of women when they underwent RRM and IBR 
was 37 years (range 26–62). However, further subgroup analysis for differences between 
women without or with previous breast cancer prior to RRM and IBR stratified on age could 
not be performed due to the small sample size.  

In another study, the psychological adaptation after testing positive for hereditary breast 
cancer and undergoing RRM was good both among women and their partners, with a positive 
correlation between the women’s and their partners’ levels of adaptation (Shapira et al. 2018). 
This could possibly explain the levels of HRQoL among partners in our study, which did not 
differ from the women’s levels of HRQoL in our study, in addition to also being higher than 
the levels of HRQoL among the age- and sex-adjusted Swedish normative population. 
 

5.6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE IMAGING 

Because the method of using measurements from 3D-SI to describe breast shape symmetry in 
terms of #$%& is relatively new, the interpretation of the obtained 3D-SI measurements has 
been challenging. For this reason, examples of 3D surface images were presented in this 
thesis with their corresponding 3D-SI measurements in order to assist the reader in the 
interpretation of the values (Figure 23). Although 3D-SI was introduced in the early 2000s, 
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the most common method for evaluation of the aesthetic outcome is still based on 2D images 
and/or panel assessment.  

In Paper IV, no statistically significant associations between 3D-SI measurements and 
PROMs were found. The heterogeneity of study designs and populations in similar studies 
make it difficult to generalise this conclusion. For example, no correlation was found between 
PROMs and volume symmetry measurements in a study using a BREAST-Q and 3D laser 
scans of women who had undergone unilateral or bilateral, immediate or delayed breast 
reconstruction using different surgical techniques (Yip et al. 2015). At the same time, another 
study found statistically significant, though weak, correlations between 3D-SI measurements 
and PROMs, evaluated using BREAST-Q and the same 3D-SI system as we used (O’Connell 
et al. 2017). They also found a strong association between mean values of 3D-SI 
measurements and a consensus score of the aesthetic outcome based on the majority of the 
opinions from a panel consisting of two breast surgeons, one clinical oncologist, and one 
breast care nurse who used the four-point Harvard cosmesis scale. 

Reasons to why we did not find statistically significant associations between 3D-SI and 
PROMs in contrast to previous findings (O’Connell et al. 2017) could be because of 
differences in the aesthetic outcomes of the reconstructed breasts between the two studies. 
The median shape symmetry (#$%&) in our study was 6.98 for women without and 8.49 for 
women with previous breast cancer, with a range of 2.98 to 19.2 for the entire cohort, while 
the median shape symmetry in the study using the same 3D-SI system was 5.9 with a range of 
4.2 to 8.0. In other words, the women in our study had estimated shape symmetries that 
differed up to almost twice as little and twice as much as the women in their study when 
comparing the left and the right side of the breast areas of interest. Moreover, the satisfaction 
with the aesthetic outcome of the breast reconstruction might be influenced by and differ 
depending on the women’s medical histories and personal experiences, causing them to have 
different levels of vulnerability and expectations of the surgery. The women in our study had 
all undergone RRM and IBR due to a high hereditary risk of breast cancer up to 20 years ago, 
while the women in the study from O’Connell et al. were breast cancer patients that were 3D 
surface imaged approximately three years after their unilateral surgery. 

In conclusion, women’s subjective evaluations of the aesthetic outcome cannot be measured 
by 3D-SI measurements, although objective measures might be of use to assess the aesthetic 
outcome in terms of breast volume, shape, and symmetry. 
 

5.7 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

One of the strengths of this thesis is the addition of findings to this field from a long-term 
perspective among women with a high risk of hereditary breast cancer who had undergone 
RRM and IBR 6 to 20 years ago. Paper I is, to the best of our knowledge, one of the longest 
prospective long-term follow-up studies investigating the psychosocial outcomes among 
these women, and has a large sample size (n=146) compared to similar international studies. 
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The response rate (73%) for the questionnaires was high considering the long-term aspect. In 
addition, several different validated questionnaires were used, specifically tailored to measure 
the different aspects investigated. Apart from the advantages of being a relatively time- and 
cost-efficient method to collect a large amount of data, validated questionnaires also yield 
reliable results comparable with findings from other studies. Furthermore, the prospective 
design reduces the risk of recall bias.  

One weakness of using questionnaires is the risk of collecting responses possibly affected by 
social desirability, as the PI/main PhD supervisor (Yvonne Brandberg) and the co-supervisors 
(Brita Arver, Kerstin Sandelin, and Marie Wickman Chantereau) have been involved with the 
women’s treatments prior to, during, and/or after the women’s RRM and IBR. Nevertheless, 
in order to decrease this impact on the women’s responses, information about the procedure 
of data collection and analysis were distinctively provided in the information letter attached 
with the questionnaires. We ensured that neither the psychologist, oncologist, nor the 
surgeons would have access to the participants’ identifiable data by assigning a key to replace 
their social security number and name. Similarly, the partners were also linked to the key.  

Since the original project was designed and initiated in 1997, included questionnaires were 
chosen at that time and have been consistently used throughout the prospective follow-up 
studies. Though it could be argued that the questionnaires are old or outdated, a major 
strength of the study design is ensuring comparative measurements at the different 
assessment points by using the same questionnaires. Moreover, several published articles in 
2021 still use questionnaires such as BIS, SAQ, HAD, and SF-36, which indicates the solidity 
of the design of these questionnaires that still yields valid and reliable measurements.  

In contrast to the participation rate in Paper I, the participation rate for 3D-SI was relatively 
low, with 88 of 200 eligible women expressing interest in 3D-SI and only 64 women actually 
participating. In addition to this, a weakness of the imaging system was that the images of six 
women became corrupted/damaged, forcing us to exclude them from the analysis. However, 
the  number of women who voluntarily participated for 3D-SI could be interpreted as 
relatively good when put into context, since the participation was time consuming and 
required women to physically come to the Department of Medical Imaging at Karolinska 
University Hospital. The sample size is also sufficient to perform a solid evaluation of the 
reproducibility of the 3D-SI method since the total number of images analysed by each 
observer was 348. Another aspect regarding the sample size for Paper III and IV was the 
absence of a power analysis. However, as the design was based on the fact that all of the 
eligible women for Paper I were invited for 3D-SI, the reached sample size was dependent 
on the number of women who were interested in 3D-SI in that specific group, i.e., no power 
analysis was applicable based on the premises of the design. 

The sample size of partners in Paper II was even smaller (n=36) and dependent on the 
number of women with an actual current partner who were willing to share their partner’s 
contact information with us. Evidently, though assumptions could be drawn based on the 
number of women who responded to the question of whether or not they were in a current 
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intimate relationship in SAQ (n=106 with and n=39 without a current intimate relationship, 
n=1 who skipped the question), the true number of existing partners was unknown to us.  

A strength of this study was the innovative study design of using the exact same set of 
validated questionnaires for the partners. More specifically, the partners were instructed to 
respond to the questions from their perception of the women’s responses as a way to 
investigate and evaluate the authenticity of the women’s own replies – which for instance 
might have been coloured by the effect of social desirability as mentioned earlier. However, 
because of the small sample size, the results may only give an indication of tendencies 
observed among couples and should be generalised with caution. Nevertheless, women and 
partners could benefit from our results by being informed during the pre- and postoperative 
consultations about possible long-term issues.  

The limitation of the study design of asking the women to provide us with their partners’ 
contact information and contacting the partners separately was at the same time one of its 
strengths. It ensured the partners’ and women’s privacy relative to each other and provided 
them with the choice to opt in or out without having their status of participation known by the 
other. Another strength related to the ethical deliberations within our studies was that the 
women were given the opportunity to consent to each section of data collection. This 
provided the women an opportunity to participate in the studies to the extent that they felt 
comfortable with. For instance, 146 women completed the questionnaires, whereas 136 
women consented to data collection from medical records, and 88 women showed interest in 
3D-SI. Thanks to our prospective and longitudinal study design, the missing clinical data of 
women who did not want to share their current medical records could be replaced with pre-
existing information from the research group’s established database instead of having to 
exclude these women from the study completely.  
 

5.7.1 Three-dimensional surface imaging 

As the method of using 3D-SI as a more objective tool for assessment of the aesthetic 
outcome was relatively novel and unused at Karolinska University Hospital, it was naturally 
of interest to investigate the reproducibility of the method prior to any further comparisons 
with other more common and recognised methods for evaluation of the aesthetic outcome.  

The average time between questionnaire responses and 3D-SI was 11 (min–max 5 to 23) 
months. This was because we encountered some issues prior to the initiation of data 
collection from 3D-SI. The creation of 3D surfaces of the images captured was incomplete 
for some of the participants in our pilot study. As seen in Figure 24, areas of the imaged 
surface appeared to have missing data (surface coordinates), which made it impossible to 
perform further analysis on the image. We hoped to find a solution to this problem, such as to 
interpolate the surface area of the missing data. The Canfield Scientific technical support 
argued that the problem might have occurred because of the positioning of the patient in front 
of the camera. However, our medical photographer did not find this reason plausible as the 
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issue with missing data occurred at random. In addition, the software did not have a tool for 
interpolation of surface coordinates at the time. In the end, the technical support concluded 
that the problem might be related to the ratio between the breast and abdominal volumes, i.e., 
ptotic breasts in combination with a more prominent abdomen might yield loss of surface 
area information. A software update without any improvements regarding the problem with 
the missing data led to a further delay in the initiation of data collection from 3D-SI. 

 

Figure 24 Example of missing data (surface coordinates) in a three-dimensional surface image in VECTRA 
Analysis Module ® 

After an internal discussion, we came to the conclusion that the number of potential study 
participants with a body constitution that would not yield areas of missing data would be 
enough for our data collection to commence. Our solution to minimise the issue with missing 
data was to add an additional step in the protocol, which was to troubleshoot the captured 3D 
surface image in real time while still having the study participant in the room ready to be 
imaged again if missing data was found. A calibration of the VECTRA XT 3D imaging 
system was performed prior to patient arrival to ensure that the relationship between the 
cameras and other apparatuses was comprehended by the system. 

In the end, none of the participating women had a body constitution (ptotic breasts) that 
caused the same problem as we encountered in the pilot study. Furthermore, although there 
were a couple of months between the points of assessment, the probability of the women 
changing their personal opinion regarding their satisfaction with the aesthetic outcome long-
term after their breast reconstruction and their body image was considered relatively small. 
The discrepancy in months ought to have minimal impact on the results when put in relation 
to the time since RRM and IBR.  

One of the strengths of the 3D-SI method was the time-efficient procedure of capturing an 
image (generated in a couple of milliseconds), equivalent to the conventional 2D 
photography once the photographer had been introduced to the system. In addition, 3D-SI 
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provided more information and perspectives of the portrayed object compared with a 2D 
image, which could be an advantage during panel evaluation of the aesthetic outcome. The 
quantity of captured information in a 3D image gives rise to a higher level of overview of the 
aesthetic outcome of the breasts. This makes 3D-SI a powerful tool to investigate details in 
order to, for instance, determine an aesthetic rank list of relative contributions of different 
factors of the female breasts affecting the overall impression of the aesthetic outcome 
(Sandberg et al. 2020). Primary factors of female breast aesthetics seem to be the shape of the 
lower and upper pole, as well as the height of the breast, since these factors were very 
strongly correlated with the overall breast aesthetic score when rated by ten Scandinavian 
plastic surgeons using the VECTRA XT 3D imaging system (Sandberg et al. 2020). The 
results from their study could be useful for surgeons when planning breast surgeries in order 
to achieve an optimal aesthetic outcome. However, these abovementioned factors were not 
individually investigated in our studies, as we studied the breast areas of interest which 
related to the same information, but from a broader perspective. 

Data analysis of the 3D surface images was also reasonably user-friendly once the observers 
were familiarised with the toolbars in VAM. The analysis of 348 images took approximately 
120 hours for each observer to complete. A weakness with the method was that although it is 
an objective method in theory, the observers performing the analysis could be more or less 
subjective during image analysis. This may lead to systematic errors that could alter the 
estimated 3D-SI measurements. Though skin markings and borders of the breast area of 
interest had been predefined, small differences in the placement of the 3D surface image in 
relation to the coordinate grid could give rise to different superimposed breast surface images 
which would affect the calculations of #$%&  and/or breast volumes. The intra-observer 
reproducibility was better than the agreement between the observers, i.e., the observers 
themselves seemed to be consistent with their own technique of data analysis. In addition, 
estimations and evaluations could have been affected by the so-called observer-expectancy 
effect. Differences between users and clinical experiences might be the reason for the 
demonstrated moderate–substantial inter-observer reproducibility, where inexperienced 
observers’ agreement of the assessment of aesthetic results has previously been shown to be 
significantly lower compared to experienced observers’ level of agreement (Cardoso et al. 
2005). Furthermore, it can be argued that conclusions based on measurement error studies 
with only two observers are not strong enough to be generally applied. Therefore, future 
studies aiming to generalise the results should have an adequate number of observers and 
correction of observer drift by periodic retraining or refreshing of the analysis procedure to 
ensure that the observers understand the guidelines in the same manner. However, given our 
design where the observers independently performed the analysis, the evaluation of the 
reproducibility of the method could be considered more valid and thereby a strength of this 
thesis. 

Another strength of this thesis is that we introduced a new parameter, !"", in order to 
interpret #$%& . Its usefulness was strengthened by the fact that we did not find any 
statistically significant correlations between !"" and volume ratio, i.e., breast volume seems 
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to be independent of #$%& and !"", indicating that volume measurements on its own do not 
give information about the breasts’ shape symmetry. Thus, #$%& is of importance to take into 
consideration in the evaluation of breast aesthetic outcomes using 3D-SI measurements. 
Since the absolute value of #$%& is difficult to judge on its own, the introduction of a relative 
value (!"") was motivated. Moreover, !"" was found to have excellent to perfect intra-
observer reproducibility. However, more studies are needed to investigate its clinical 
applicability. 
 

5.8 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Prior to RRM, performed between 1997 and 2010, all women were invited to participate in 
the primary project designed to investigate the psychological reactions related to the surgery 
with a follow-up time of up to 24 months. Participating women agreed to respond to several 
questionnaires with the possibility of withdrawing their participation at any time or of 
declining further participation. Because of the lack of prospective long-term follow-up 
studies, a new ethical application was filed and approved by the Regional Ethics Committee 
in Stockholm in 2016, which granted us permission to conduct the follow-up studies included 
in this thesis. 

The first ethical dilemma was associated with the re-establishment of contact with the study 
participants. When the invitation with information about the long-term follow-up study was 
sent to the women 6 to 20 years post-RRM they might have felt uncomfortable, reminded of 
their increased risk of breast cancer, or of the treatments they had undergone in conjunction to 
the RRM. Even so, an interest to participate in the study could be due to the fact that they 
have an inherited increased risk of developing breast cancer and potentially that other family 
members (for instance their daughters) might have to face the same choice of whether or not 
to undergo RRM and IBR in the future. All the women were given the opportunity to contact 
us in case of questions concerning the long-term follow-up. Merely a few women contacted 
us, only to ask some practical questions related to the questionnaires.  

The second ethical dilemma was our interest to investigate the partners of the women. They 
had not been involved in our previous studies. We asked the women to send us the name and 
address of their partners, in order to send the partners a personal invitation and an information 
letter with the questionnaires attached. The questionnaires covered several intimate questions. 
We also asked the partners to respond to some of the questionnaires from their perceptions of 
how the women had responded to those questions. To ask the partners to formulate and share 
such perceptions could be interpreted as a disloyal act. In addition, the questions might have 
evoked distress in the partners regarding the high hereditary risk of breast cancer of their 
partner (and potentially their children). However, because of the lack of studies about the 
partners’ perceptions and feelings, the benefit of investigating this further with the aim of 
improving the information to future couples facing the same dilemma was considered to 
outweigh the risk of doing any harm. 
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The third ethical dilemma was that we also invited the women for 3D-SI in order to document 
and analyse the long-term aesthetic outcome of the reconstructed breasts. The women did not 
benefit from participating. Obviously, the women had to be unclothed on the upper body in 
order for the medical photographer to capture a 3D image of their reconstructed breasts. This 
might have made some women feel embarrassed or uneasy, especially if they were 
unsatisfied with the reconstructions or had a negative body image. We ensured that all 
participating women were met with respect and together with at least another colleague 
(medical photographer or LB) in a room with no windows. Skin marks were not drawn 
directly on their skin but on surgical tape in order to be easily removed by the women 
themselves after the appointment. All women were instructed to remove their jewellery and 
tie back their hair prior to 3D-SI to minimise the risk of identification. Their lower bodies 
were covered with surgical drapes, and the images were cropped so that their faces were not 
included, in order to ensure anonymity during the data analysis. 

The fourth and final ethical dilemma concerns the permission for us to read the women’s 
complete medical records. We specifically subdivided each section of the informed consent 
statement attached in the information letter in order to give the women the chance to opt out 
of specific sections instead of completely declining their participation on the basis of not 
wanting to partake in a certain section. This choice seemed to be welcomed by the 
participants, as there were several cases where the women responded to the questionnaires 
but did not wish to participate in the 3D-SI study or share their complete medical records. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
Low levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms, and high levels of HRQoL were observed 
up to 20 years after RRM and IBR in women with a high hereditary risk of breast cancer, and 
remained relatively unchanged compared with levels reported at a one-year assessment. 
Although body image problems appeared to persist at the long-term follow-up in both women 
without and with previous breast cancer, an improved level of self-consciousness was 
observed among the women without previous breast cancer.  

Differences in the satisfaction with the long-term outcomes of the breast reconstruction were 
observed between the groups of women without and with previous breast cancer prior to 
RRM and IBR. These differences were mostly related to the effects of previous breast cancer 
surgery and/or treatment(s), such as symptoms connected to axillary dissections, 
consequences of radiotherapy, or side-effects of endocrine therapy. The proportion of women 
who reported having a “current active sex life” decreased in both groups. For women with 
previous breast cancer, an increase in sexual discomfort was found. Differences over time 
observed for both groups of women at the long-term follow-up regarding general health and 
sexuality may primarily be related to the inevitable effects of aging.  

Most of the women in this cohort lived in long-lasting relationships. Even though the choice 
to undergo RRM and IBR is personal, partners of women with a high hereditary risk of breast 
cancer will more or less be part of the journey. Long-term effects on body image after RRM 
and IBR were confirmed but overestimated by partners to these women. Furthermore, both 
partners and women demonstrated similarly low levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms, 
and high levels of HRQoL compared with the age- and sex-adjusted normative data in 
Sweden.  

Usage of the 3D-SI method for evaluation of aesthetic outcomes of breast reconstructions in 
terms of breast symmetry and breast volume had substantial–perfect to excellent 
reproducibility when analysed by the same observer. The posture in which the 3D surface 
image was captured did not seem to compromise the reproducibility of data measurements 
either. No strong statistically significant correlations were found between breast symmetry 
and breast volume differences, nor between !"" and volume ratio. Despite a substantial 
inter-observer reproducibility, !""  showed excellent to perfect reproducibility for both 
observers independent of posture.  

Finally, even though 3D-SI measurements could potentially be used to evaluate and compare 
aesthetic outcomes of breast reconstructions from a more objective perspective, the 3D-SI 
measurements did not correspond to the women’s own evaluations of the reconstructions or 
their body images. 
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7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
The following issues may be of importance in future research: 

Many women who have undergone breast reconstructions with implants may experience 
problems with unnatural-looking breasts, especially when aging. Continuous improvements 
of surgical techniques are therefore warranted. Different placements of implants on the chest 
wall as well as development of the implants themselves (e.g., material, form, softness, and 
surface texture) have been introduced since the women in our studies underwent surgery. 
Currently, Karolinska University Hospital is involved in an international multicentre study 
investigating whether pre-pectoral placement of breast implants is favourable in terms of 
quality of life and aesthetic outcome.  

There is still a lack of randomised studies on RRM with different reconstructive techniques 
evaluating aesthetic outcome, body image, sexuality, and HRQoL from a  short- and long-
term perspective. 

Recently, the trend to “go flat” has been a hot topic, where some women opt for RRM 
without breast reconstruction. A future study investigating women undergoing RRM without 
IBR and following them prospectively regarding body image, satisfaction after the operation, 
sexuality, and HRQoL would be of interest. 

The use of 3D-SI to evaluate the aesthetic outcome cannot replace the power of PROMs 
when measuring patient satisfaction. However, objective measurement methods have the 
potential to be further improved and investigated in order to better correspond to the women’s 
subjective evaluations. 

There is a paradox in performing RRM on healthy individuals without cancer versus breast 
conserving techniques for patients with sporadic breast cancer. Future research should aim at 
improving methods to identify women with hereditary breast cancer who will develop the 
disease. Next-generation sequencing may improve the identification of women who need 
RRM and relieve others from feeling obliged to undergo the surgery.  

Prophylactic medication for women with hereditary risk of breast cancer should be developed 
and tested. In these studies, prospective assessments of cancer worry, sexuality, body image, 
and HRQoL should be included, and compared with operated women.  

Most of the women in this study were of Swedish origin. Cultural and ethnical aspects should 
be considered in counselling pre- and post-operatively. Follow-up studies of women with 
different cultural and ethnical backgrounds is important and a field for future research. 
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